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Spotlight Falls on Prep Teams
Heading Into Friday Night
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MCCH
reviewi
charity
care
By TOM BERRY
Stan Writer
HAZEL, Ky. — The 18th
annual Hazel Celebration is
coming up soon and members of the planning committee say they want to make
2007 a banner year under the
theme "Homemade - Hazel
Style."
"Hazel Day- will get an
early start this year with the
Little Mr. and Little Miss
Hazel Pageant scheduled for
Saturday night at Hazel First
Baptist Church's Family
Life Center. The event will
kick off at 7 p.m. and winners are eligible to ride in
the Hazel Day Parade. The
event is open to boys from
birth to age three and girls
from birth to eight years of
age.
However the annual celebration will actually kick off
on Friday, Oct. 5 with the
traditional chili supper and
gospel singing at Hazel
Baptist Church at 6 p.m.
Special music will be provided by the Smith Family.
The theme,"Homemade Hazel Style- was selected in
honor of long-time Hazel
resident Moline Bennett,
who has been chosen grand
marshal of this year's event.
Bennett has lived and
worked in Hazel since 1961
and is known for all kinds of
homemade items like quilts,
cakes and pies. She served
as a cook at the former
Hazel High School for 15
years. Mayor Kerry Va.sseur
and members of the Hazel
City Commission are also
expected to honor Bennett
during the event Saturday.
The celebration will continue all day Saturday, Oct.
6, with a long list of fun and
exciting things to do
planned. A "Kid's Corner"
children's area will be set up
at the corner of Gilbert and
Third streets with
a
Challenger 5-in-1 and a
large Gladiator inflatable
ready for youngsters. The
Lone Oak Lions Club will
provide a train for youngsters to ride.
Other fun things for
youngsters to do include
pumpkin painting and a 20foot rock wall. The Hazel
Woodmen of the World No.
138 will also sponsor free
fingerpnnting for child idcn- tification.
The Hazel Celebration
Parade will also roll down
Third Street a little earlier
this year. It will begin at 10
a.m. at the Hazel Cemetery
and will continue down
Third Street to State Line
Road There is no deadline
for entry in the parade and
there is no charge for placement. Those that plan to
march or ride in the parade
MC asked to line up at the
cemetery located at the north
end of Third Street by 9 a.m.
Tractors, cars, floats or
Just marchers sponsored by
churches, businesses, civic
organizations or groups of
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BOOK FAIR: Hannah England, a fourth grade student at North Elementary School, looks over a book this week with Jennifer
Underhill, an assistant to the guidance counselor at the school. The two were participating in a Scholastic Book Fair in the
library/media center. This week's Book Fair was being held in conjunction with a Family Reading Night scheduled at the
school. England is a student in Janis Hicks' class.
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Michigan girl finds many giving
hearts at recent Brandon auction
By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
Howard Brandon's recent
massive auction may have
allowed bidders from around the
globe an opportunity to take
home some prized vintage, lowmileage, mint vehicles, but it
also helped one young girl's

Emily Murray

dream of owning a pony and a
sleigh to come true.
Brandon, a longtime Murray
automobile dealer and collector,
had offered at auction one of the
largest known collections of
choice vehicles, as well as thousands of pieces from his private
collection that included memo-

rabilia, antique tractors, air- had seen her father's copy of the
planes, accessories, cycles and Brandon auction catalog. Upon
more. And among the many inspection of the catalog she
items that were listed in the was attracted to the sleigh.
"She absolutely loved the
impressive pre-sale catalog was
a vintage, 1900s sleigh that had sleigh when she saw it in the
been completely restored by the catalog," Ruth Brandon said.
"But she wrote that she only had
Amish in Nickel Mine, Pa.
$179 saved up, and she was
According to Brandon's wife,
writing to ask if there was some
Ruth, around two weeks prior to
way she could make a deal."
the sale, they received a letter
Mrs. Brandon explained that
from Emily Murray, a 12-yearold girl in Camden, Mich., who II See Page 2A

Wheeler eyes doing away Great American Tennis Town
with treasurer's office
By ERIC WALKER
Editor
Dunng a tour through western
Kentucky. Republican candidate
for state treasurer Melinda
Wheeler commented on the
changes in Murray.

Melinda Wheeler

3-DAY FORECAST
TiO*
Friday

Sabwday

"The last time I was here,
there was a Shoncy's and they
Just opened a hotel next to it.,"
she recalled. "Now..."
Like Murray has progressed
with new restaurants and hotels
springing up, Wheeler says
Kentucky has progressed too; so
much so that it no longer needs
one of its elected offices,
The one she's running for.
Her platform of doing away
with the treasurer's office has
covered most of Kentucky's 120
counties, which included visiting the Jackson Purchase area
Wednesday and today, and
raised a few eyebrows.
It basically centers on her idea
that the two main tasks of the
treasurer -- to print checks and
handle unclaimed property —
can be done in a different fashion.
And the $3.2 million budget
can go to other things," she

TOMMY DILLARD/Ledger & Times

Murray has been named a "Great American Tennis Town" by Tennis Life magazine. Key persons who played a role in the designation are:(Back row) Eric Walker, Lindsey Geib, Lisa
Satterwhite, Kim Gritfo, County Judge Executive Larry Elkins.(Front row) Fred Mullane, Anne
Morgan, Mel Purcell, Susan Mullane, Riza Marjadi. Mayor Tom Rushing, Matt Mattingly and
Tab Brockman were not available for photo See story on page 3.
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By Holly Wise
Staff Writer
The advantages and disadvan:
tages of community charity cart;
were
discussed
during
Wednesday's Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Board of
Trustees meeting. Uninsured
patients seeking healthcare
from MCCH will be able to
continue to do so under
MCCH's liberal charity care
policy.
The policy states that a patient
who meets .150 percent of the
federal poverty guidelines will
receive a 100 percent writeoff.
Patients meeting 150 to 200
percent of the guidelines will
receive a 50 percent writeoff;
patients meeting 200 to 300
percent will receive a 25 percent writeoff.
"The policy could be more
stringent," board chairman Jack

in Brworst Subdinisten

SWAY

Swam
Tickets are available at B13141 Rank, Heritage Rank, The Murray Rank
Refpons Bank,and US Bank or you may also purchase tickets by
contacting the United Way of Murray/Calloway County
by calling (270)7334317 or go on the web at wwwtanitedwaysiccors
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II Hazel Day celebration ...
From Front

Mkt BERRY.teoger & Times
he Little Mr and Little Miss Hazel Beauty Pageant will take place Saturday night at 7 p m. at Hazel Baptist Church's Family
Life Center Pictured above are some of last year's winners of the contest. The 18th Annual Hazel Day Celebration will officially kick off next Friday. Oct 5 with the theme "Homemade- Hazel Style."

III Giving hearts__
From Front

Ruth said the crowd applauded and greeted Emily before she
and het lather left to return 10
Mit higan
Mrs Brandon said that as the
day progressed. good things lust
started falling into place for the
young girl Howard Brandon
told everyone that titan in the
crowd who putchased the sleigh
had said he had another twoseatet sleigh and that he was
-going that loile girl the other
sleigh
cm.- Ruth said. -.I lad!.
L ante
and made an announce
ment According to Ruth. the
woman said she said that she
had ‘1,111C into unite tomet and
she had planned to go shopping
hut inste.k1 4Ie was going to
gist- SI tam to the girl to go

ttic girl s father had 1.4.1 her she
wouldn t he able to Jihad the
item. hut she wanted to write the
letter any w as
She wrote to us about the
sleigh and how much she liked
it. hut she didn't hack, a 110Ir. I.
go with it eithei R11111 iii 'it'd
the young girl had included
her telepla me number, ".4i the
randims called het and talked
to her .itik.ut the sleigh and the
.11k lion the //ell iLi after LA
1111! hl the girl ittes leteoed a
second letter loan her with a
Picture
"The Ione tor the ...Mom
aMved. and to our surprise, as
we were buss IA Ith 11147 AU4.114011.
tniils and het lather were there
Iii see the sleigh" Ruth added
-Wr gate the letter- she had
written to the austioneCt and.
atter the sleigh was sold, the
auctioneer called her up front
and intrislui.cd her iii the litnAd
.ffid he told es et oilt• het ,h.t'S

It'll. Jul tiuslf”! a pons to go with

the sleigh
I hen a

man

front

Nest

he
had a pony and he was just
going to send it to the gar'
Sh.: said that all het AUSC id the
tiptoe sh.Id up and said

initial letter that Murray had
written. this "very humble.
sweet little girl Was now going
to receive a sleigh, a pony and
more than S1.100."
Ruth said the sale had attracted some of the "most wonderful
people" and that it was worth it
to Meet all the people from their
%arum, walks of life
"I believe this experience will
encourage the young girl to he a
going person and a wondertul
lady I hope it encourages her, in
turn, to do something wonderful
tor others,- she said "I believe
this will influence her way of
doing things I really behese
this will he a positive thing for
her"
Sturray said it was her dream
when she gets older to someday
own a Palomino horse.
"When I saw the sleigh in Mr
Brandon's catalog, I started
thinking about how we could go
for mks up and down the street
in it and go saroling.- she said
in a telephone intersicv. from

Michigan
She said she had always wanted a horse and she had some
friends who did hase horses.
"We still have to talk to the
man with the pony and find out
how hig it is and how old it is,Murray added
She said she really enjoyed the
trip to Kentucky with her father
and she was amazed at all the
things Brandon had in his auk
tion
"Mr Brandon was really
nice,- she added._
Murray said her mother and
father were also "% cry amazed"
at es erything that had happened.
Ruth Brandon said everything
about the auction went great
"We had heautitul weather.
beautiful days and nice. beautiful people
She said 'the auction attracted
bidders from 39 states and six
countnes "We had cars go all
riser the United States and to
Denmark and Canada." she said

•Wheeler..
From Front

pie ot hUt !aimed

'We re
added
It clested an Nos ember in het
first political fate arJ111,1
Dem...tato.

nominee

lodd

Hollenbask. Wheeler said her
plan is to has('•(Ire tiled bill in
place so the nest General
Assembly can begin the leyisla
use proses. 110 pass a Lori•titu
Ilona' amendment to clouds c
the ttc.v.ures'. position
Then during her lour ‘ear

JIld were
the

hest

properties
the electroms age
supp.med to he one of

in

'aquifer

states.'

Vs heeler said
employees
And the Mice
Lan either seek retirement or
possibly a position elsewhere
within state got eminent
State Treasurer Jonathan
Stiller is not seeking re-election
Ile is also currentkv serving as
the state Democratic Parts

term, she said she would tiansi
iton the iitfh.e hi Win- direct or

check
deposits
instead 'it pouting them and a
OfIlrUIC
stlf111 It. thltlrfn peo-

ries tome..

Sholishing the state treasurers
on Iva- on I a new idea
According to V. heeler, who tor
merly seised as director of the
AcImmistratise Office of the

NEED PAMPERING?
Westside Veterinary Service LIP
•••, N,Comes

under Supreme Coon
Justice Joseph Lambert 14
other states. including Florida.
and le sas. have done away with
their elected treasurer's position
and gone to an appointed 'peaswet or a comptroller system.
She added three other states
are in the process of abolishing
the position
Even Kentucky's done away
with elected state jobs
'We've done away with the
railniad kommi%ssoner. superintendent ot public instruction.
and esen lieutenant governor.'
Wheeler said
And the gubernatorial candidates hate taken notice too. She
stated that Gov. Ernie Fletcher
agrees with her stance. and
note I that 1)ernix:rat Stesc
Beshear was a member of A blue
ihtvon commission that recomCourt,

mended doing .11.4.1), with the
treasurer
A native of Paintssille, Ky..
who comes from

a

line of polit-

ically-active family members.
including grandmothers who
were suffragettes. Wheeler 'the
Repealer' said she's visiting
every courthouse, restaurant,
barbershop and beauty shop to
get her message out to the voters
and draw attention to her race
and other -down ticket' battles
in the midst of A campaign chat's
focused

on the Fletcher-Beshear

contest.
Wheeler also said that if elected that she will be the first
Republican to hold the office of
treasurer in Kentucky. And ironically. she could also become
the last 1

any kind are invited to participate. First, second and third
place trophies will be awarded
and all entrants will receive a
participation ribbon. Judging
and awarding of prizes will
occur prior to the parade. For
more information about the
parade, contact Linda Harding
at 753-9139 or by e-mail at
I kayetanewwavecomm.net
About 1 p.m. Saturday the
Chuck Raymer Band will play
country music for everyone to
enjoy until about 3 p.m quickly
followed by the annual quilt
auction on the main stage on
('enter Street.
The 2007 HAM Celebration
quilt was sewn with the theme
"Around the World" in mind. It
was pied,quilted together and
donated by Kathi Ferns. The
quilt auction Will be followed
by special music from the band
-Night Fish- from 4 p.m. until 6
p.m.
An information booth will be
set up in front of Hazel City
Hall as usual from which this
year's Hazel Day Comniittee
will be selling special event Tshirts and caps.
A pancake breakfast has
been scheduled from 8 a.m.
until 10 a.m. at Hazel United
Methodist Church.
The Hazel Woman's Club's
Annual Operirar
take place at the Hazel
('ommunity Center Saturday.
Registration will begin at 8 a.m.
and continue through noon with
the judging expected to begin at
12:3() p.m. Dash plaques will be
awarded to the first 50 entries.
Trophies be awarded in several
categories including stock production. muscle car. Mustang.
Corvette, production truck,

customers.

Those wanting to secure
booth sp..,:e for vending during •
the event are asked to contact
Lon Charlton at 492-8851 for
updated information on availability.
For more information about
18th
the
Annual
Hazel
Celebration, go online to
www.h.azelky.com. A schedule
and vendor applications are
now available through the Web
site

MCCH reviews ...
From Front
Rose said. He suggested the discussion be put on the finance
committee with the assurance
that it is not time to change the
policy but time to review it.
Calloway County Judge'
Executive Larry Elkins pointed
out if the policy did change. the
charity care revenue would be
transferred to had debt and the
hospital would no longer be
able to write it off.
For the months of May, June,
July and August charity writelifts averaged 4493.000 per
month. There was an average of
I 5% chanty care recipients treated each month.
In other business, the board:
- Heard from MCCH Vice
President of Financial Services
Brad Bloemer regarding the
financial results for August. He
reported an investment loss of
559.000 and a total net income
of $318.000. The hospital's
total expenses were S289.(XX)
over budget for the month.
Bloemer explained this was due
to increased employee health
claims, increased purchased
services and interest expense on
the new bond issue Bloemer
reported the operating income is
now 1•4.6 million, ahead of the
budgeted 43.7 million The hospital's daily census for August
was 68: up from 66 in July
- Exercise specialist for the
Wellness ('enter, Kristine
Warren Was applauded for her
service with the Army Reserve.
She recently returned from
spending 18 months in Eon

McPherson, Ha. and the Middle
East.
- Board member Dave
Garrison presented a progress
report from the Quality
Improvement
Program.
Presently the committee is gathering data to better serve the
hospital's patients.
"You have to measure the
right things to generate proper,
management.'• Garrison said.
He said it will take time to get
everyone on the same track but
the outcome will be an
increased level of effectiveness.
"Once you think you have the
ultimate system, you'll get
beat,- Garrison added, stressing
the main point of the program.
which is to "continuously
improve quality.- Vice President of Human
Resources. Keith Travis reported the number of injuries in
Acute Care for the month of
August were 7.3 percent compared to the national average of
8.1 percent. Long Term Care
injuries were 12.3 percent for
August compared to 30 percent
from two years ago. The nation-;
al average was 9.1 percent.
- Hospital CEO Keith Bailey
reported that two physicians
hate been recruited to join the
hospital staff next year. He said
-the hospital is actively recruiting medical students, residents
and physicians.
- The October Board of;
Trustees meeting was moved;
from October 24 to October 31.
The December meeting will be
held December 19
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WESTSIDE VETERINA

modified truck, and special
interest. There will be special
recognition awarded to cars in
the "Best Ford,- "Best GM,"
"Ladies
"Best Mopar."
"Club
and
Choice.Participation" categones this •
year. Proceeds from the car
show will benefit several local
charities.
All other Saturday events
will begin at 8 a.m. and will
include a cakewalk, flea markets, a food court, face painting,
sorghum milling on Dees Street,
face painting, a childrens train
nde and an antique tractor show
put on by the Purchase Area
Antique Tractor Club in the
1313&T parking lot Also featured will be special crafts, a
basketball throw and numerous
food v
In !I:7[ton to all the usual
activities, Hazel's numerous
antique malls and specialty
stores will be open for business
with some possibly offering
special Hazel Day discounts to
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Tompftler
NOTICE
•The Murray City Council i
will meet Thursday at 6100
in Cdy Hall Items on the agenda include a report born ;
Finance/Personnel Committee
Chairman Bill Wells on amendments to planning and zoning
lees and the Chamber of
Commerce ground lease a
supplement to the Code of
Ordinances and an appCsntmera to the Murray-Calloway
County Park Board
III The Dexter-Almo Heights
Water District
will
meet
Monday at 7 p m at the Dtstrict
Water Office located at 3-tii
Airno Rd
I To report a Town Cner
item, call 75319l6

pm.

pr.

tee
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KentickylnBrief
Insect-borne virus spreading to Kentucky cattle herds
LOUIS V ILLL. Ky.(AP) - An insect-borne virus taking a toll on
deer has spread to some Kentucky cattle herds, presenting another
problem for some producers already struggling with a shortage of
teed supplies caused by weather setbacks.
"A lot of people are very, very concerned," said agricultural
extension agent Rick Greenwell in Washington County, where the
virus is blamed for infecting some herds and killing several cattle.
Wade Northington. director of an animal diagnostic laboratory in
western Kentucky, said Wednesday that epizootic hemorrhagic disease, or EHD, was detected by his lab in 20 to 30 cattle that died in
recent weeks.
The disease, which cannot be contracted by humans, is spread to
deer or cattle by biting gnats or flies.
Horses do not appear to be susceptible to the virus, said
Northington, director of the Murray State University Breathitt
Veterinary Center in Hopkinsville.
Mature cattle generally survive the virus but can be sick for
week to 10 days. Symptoms include fever, diarrhea, nose or mouth
lesions and stiffness. There is no vaccine to prevent the illness.
Northington said.

Nurses threaten to strike ARH over contract talks
PIKEVILLE. Ky. (AP) — Union representatives for some 800
nurses in Kentucky and West Virginia say their members will go on
strike if the weeks-long negotiations with Appalachian Regional
Ilealthcai-e fail over their current contract, which expires Sunday.
It would be the second time this year that ARH, the largest health
care provider in the region, would have to battle the picket line.
ARH officials said they. are preparing to staff additional nurses if
the hundreds of union-represented nurses walk off the job on
Monday.
"It has never been our intention to hurt the community or the
patients we serve," said Pat Tanner, lead negotiator for the
Kentucky and West Virginia nurses associations. "But these negotiations have been the most extraordinary and unreasonable I have
ever engaged in my 3() years of doing this."
Contract negotiations began on Aug. 27. ARH officials said they
received a notice last week of the nurses' intent to strike.
On Wednesday, ARH issued its "final offer" to the nurses, which
includes an initial 2 percent pay raise and flexible schedules, allowing nurses to work 10 and 12-hour shifts.
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TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
WORK REPORTEDLY DELAYED: Unused concrete-base sections intended for use during upgrade work on the dilapidating
Kentucky West Tennessee (KWT) Railroad crossing in Hazel lie unused. The project has reportedly been delayed while officials await action from the contractor or a subcontractor. The work was scheduled to be completed this month, according to
Hazel Mayor Kerry Vasseur.

Murray named 'Great American Tennis Town'

TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
When Tennis Life Magazine
photo editor Susan Mullane
pitched the idea of recognizing
Prosecutors: man guilty of murder in dragging death
great tennis towns in the magaLOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— Anthony Graham died when his body zine, it only seemed fitting that
was flung against a utility pole after being dragged several blocks her adopted
hometown of
by a car in downtown Louisville last year.
Murray would be the first to be
Prosecutors told jurors on Wednesday that Graham's death should honored.
he considered murder, and they should convict the car's driver.
What was it that sealed the
Thomas Sewastynowicz.
deal for Murray; A great heart
But attorneys for Sewastynowicz said Graham's death on March for tennis - and Mel Purcell.
31, 2006, was a tragic accident.
Purcell, former ATP profession"We don't think you'll see any evidence that Tom intentionally al and current Murray State
killed Mr. Graham,- Don Major, an attorney for Sewastynowicz, head coach, is the face of tennis
said during the opening of Sewastynowicz's trial.
in Murray, Mullane said.
Sewastynowicz,50. told police Graham had reached inside his car
"Anytime we ever tell tennis
and he drove away. Graham's wallet was later found in the car.
people about Murray, they say
"Anthony Graham was holding on for dear life," Scott Davis. the 'Oh, the home of Mel Purcell,—
Lead prosecutor in the case, told the jury.
Mullane said.
In addition to a vibrant tennisplaying community. Mullane
Western Kentucky two-year-old run over by truck
DRAKESBORO. Ky.(API — A 2-year-old western Kentucky girl said Murray has two assets most
was run over by her mother's pickup truck after she apparently got small towns don't have Purcell and strong tennis proout of her car seat and changed gears, police said.
at
Murray
State
Stormie Knight was pronounced dead at the scene at 5:40 p.m. grams
CDT Wednesday in Drakesboro in Muhlenberg County. Kentucky University.
"Those are the two things that
State Police said.
separate
Murray
from
Kimberly Knight and her daughter had been shopping, then
Mullane
said.
stopped at their house, where the mother went inside briefly and left Mayfield,"
"Murray State and Mel Purcell."
the child inside the truck, police said.
Mullane said the entire westThe girl then apparently got out of her car seat in the back seat,
climbed into the front seat and took the truck out of gear, police ern Kentucky region has an
underestimated tennis tradition
said.
and
heart. From strong high
The truck rolled backward down the driveway, went across the
street and into a yard where it traveled through a porch and hit a school programs to a history of
tence, police said. After the truck crossed the street, the girl was hosting USTA tournaments, the
region has a lot to offer for tenthrown from the driver's side and run over, police said.
nis aficionados.
An autopsy was planned, and the police investigation was continThe honor will be bestowed'
uing.
on Murray in the magazine's
January and February edition.
Powerball ticket with winning numbers sold in state
Mullane said Tennis Life plans
LOUISVILLE. Ky. t APt ---- One of the tickets sold in Kentucky on honoring a city once or twice
tor the Powerball game Wednesday night matched all six numbers a year. with Murray serving as
drawn, which were: 25-27-31-44-54. The Powerball was eight. the inaugural honoree.
Lottery officials say the winning ticket was sold in Bardstown. The
Mullane and her husband.
player matching all five numbers and the Powerball won the $61.5 Fred, also a photographer, spent
million jackpot. The prize goes to an estimated $15 million for Monday driving around town.
Saturday. The identity of the winner is not yet known.
looking for places to do photo

of;
ved
31.:
I be

Air Duct System Cleaning

-

of
a
of

the photo shoots on the road with
the first stop being Murray.
For Purcell's part, he thinks the
honor will help Murray land
future tennis tournaments, and in
turn, help out his program at
Murray State.
"For my recruits, for them to
come in here and always see tennis going in, that will help us
down the road." he said. "If the
top junior tennis players in the
state are coming here and playing junior tournaments, they're
going to see our University and
see our facilities and then when
we make contact with them,
they'll already have been here
and seen tennis in Murray."
Along with many other members of the community, Purcell

played a role in pulling for
Murray to be the first -Great .
American Tennis Town" honored in the magazine, including a proposal that was written for the
magazine.
For all involved, the honor is a
chance to further the role tennis
plays in the community. Mullane
said she hopes the recognition
will help Murray to earn the right
to host more Kentucky state and
USTA tennis tournaments.
"We want to bring more tennis
to this area of Kentucky,"
Mullane said. "I firmly believe
tennis is a sport for the lifetime.
When you get children involved
in tennis at an early age. it is
something they can do and enjoy
for the rest of their lives."

Pop Quiz: This guy is ...
A. Doing his homework.
B. Sending photos to his mother by e-mail.
C. Using your credit and debit card info to shop online.
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shoots. The magazine will utilize local models and tennis
players for the shoots, which
will take place on the courthouse square, at Murray State,
Kentucky Lake and at several
local businesses.
The "Great American Tennis
Towns" feature will go along
with the magazine's annual tennis fashion editions. Tennis Life
is sold in 30 countries, including
Mexico
and
the
United
Kingdom, and has a circulation
of about 1.50,(X)0 and is based
out of Tampa, Fla.
Up until this year, fashion
photo shoots had always been
done in Tampa, Mullane said.
Tired of shooting the same
places, Mullane proposed to take

In today's air-tight homes. Indoor Air Quality is a growing concern. Most household dust contains dust mites, mold, mildew. pollen. and animal dander. Many of
these contaminant's are circulated through the central air systems in most homes
and can aggravate the symptoms of asthma and allergies.

Air duct cleaning can rid your ducts of:
Dirt ct 1)ebri% • llold • Pollen •1)ust Miles
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Answer: C. Think it can't happen to you'?
Then think about this — over 3 million people per year
are victims of debit card fraud. And 10 million Americans
annually are identity theft victims.
So, what can you do to protect yourself?
Sign up for The Murray Bank's new
Identity & Fraud Protection Plus.
You'll get Daily Credit Monitoring, with notification
of any changes. Identity Theft Insurance. Fraud Assistance.
and Payment Card Protection.
In addition, you'll get peace of mind.
Available now, at The Murray Bank.
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The following is an editorial from another newspaper in Kentucky to offer a point of view from
another area in the Commonwealth. It does not necessarily reflect the editorial opinions or thoughts of
this newspaper:
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What's dirty
about cleaning
up meth labs
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A new state law is having the unintended consequence of making it impossible for landowners
to repair rental property where tenants have set
up illegal methamphetamine labs. That's because
the law took effect before the state had the certified contractors needed to clear the property for
occupancy.
The law, which took effect July 1, requires property owners to hire state-certified contractors to
c-lean up properties where toxic and potentially
explosive chemicals were cooked to make methamphetamine or other illegal drugs. The problem is
not a single contractor in Kentucky has the certification the new law, requires. State officials believe
a requirement that contractors po
—if-a $500,000
surety bond or "other financial assurance" has discouraged many from becoming certified.
One landlord, who owns property in Louisville
where tenants set up a meth lab, said she supports the intent of the new law but added that it
is holding her property hostage.
"We wanted to do it right, we intended to do it
right, but nobody now is certified," the frustrated
property owner said of futile efforts to get her
property ready for occupancy. "I called Frankfort
and they said' if we did (the cleanup) correctly it
still wouldn't pass."
Nearly 350 meth labs were uncovered in Kentucky in 2006. The amount of cleanup required by
the new law depends on the level of contamination. It ranges from requiring the disposal of furniture, carpet, drapes and drywall, to washing
things down with bleach and water. The cost generally ranges from S5,000 to S10,000, but sometimes goes higher.
Contractors also are required by the -Environmental and Public Protection Cabinet to carry liability insurance for at least S250,000 to cover
themselves in case a cleanup is not done'properly.
But "the hurdle is the half-million dollars for the
surety bond, said one state official. "That is what
contractors have told us."
While the statute cannot be changed until the
Cameral Assembly meets next year, the cabinet had
come up with a temporary solution — using cabinet funds to underwrite 5450,000 of the bond
amount and requiring contractors to come up with
a S50,000 bond.
The new law was sponsored by Rep. Tanya
Pullin, D-South Shore. She said she would he
open to changing the law.
"If the reality is no one will sign up under
those circumstances, then we need to make a
change," Pullin said. "What we really want is to
get these things cleaned up."
It is not unusual for meth labs to be set up in
rental property without the knowledge of the
property owners. Meth labs have been found in
everything from dilapidated trailers to motel rooms
to expensive homes.
The law Pullin persuaded her fellow legislators
to enact is well-intentioned, but as long as there
are no certified contractors to carry out its edicts,
the law is punishing property owners for the
crimes of their tenants by making it impossible for
them to rent their property. We doubt that was
ever Pullin". intent.
— The Deity Independent
Ashland, Ky.
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One piece of the proficiency puzzle
If it takes a village to
raise a child, can you say it
takes a child to raise a village?
You can if that village is
the Commissioner's Parents
Advisory Council (CPAC).
council was formed in
1999 to advise the Kentucky
Department of Education on
policy issues and to increase
the role of parents in
improving public education.
(*PAC. made up of expenerked parent leaders, was
L barged some 18 months ago
by then-commissioner Gene
Wilhott to push parent
involvement - and, along
with it. student achievement
- to a higher level in Kentucky. Their report. 'The
Missing Piece of the Proficiency Puzzle." was issued
to imenm commissioner
Kevin Noland today.
While it won't surprise
anyone that these parents
determined that education's
"missing piece" is parent and
community involvement, the
group's report is nonetheless
remarkable.
Council members are recommending a comprehensive
plan for increasing parent
involvement in all schools
Perhaps the most noteworthy
Feature of the CPAC report
is the Kentucky Family and
C'orrununity Involvement
Guide to Student Achie v ement, a performance assessment tool that allows edu,4tor% and parents to esaluate
their school. How well dors
your school, for example
— Budd productive relationships with all parents'
Create tonsistent. twoway conummit ati,in paths,
-- Involve parents in
school improvement des

GE EST VOICE
By RopEorr F. SEXTON
sions?
— Support every adult
who ailsocates for a child's
learning needs?
— Ensure each family's
understanding of their child's
education?
— Partner with community members to improve student achievement?
it might seem as though
CPAC's emphasis is OCI the
parent, but it is not. This
"village" of concerned adult
leaders is indeed led by the
child, according to Cindy
Batmen, the Louisville parent who co-chairs the group.
"We're convinced this
must be a child-centered
partnership." Bitumen says.
"All children need the support of their parents - or
grandparents, guardians or
other adult advocates - to
prepare for postsecondary
education or a career. And
educators need an infrastructure to work in partnership
with parents."
Concern for all students
undergirds the mission and
meetings of the council along with a powerful %pint
of cooperation Members of
three educational advocacy
groups populate CPAC: the
Kentucky Parent Teacher
Association, the Kentucky
Association of School ('ouncils and the Commonwealth
Institute for Parent Leadership. an arm of the Prichard
Committee for Academic
Escellence
In their report this potent
force of parenting makes

four specific recommendations for The Kentucky
Department of Education to
implement:
I. Adopt the Kentucky
Family and Community
Involvement Guide to Student Achievement as an audit
tool, or rubric, to measure
school performance.
2. Help schools improve
relationship-building by
developing "customer satisfaction" training modules and
family and community.
involvement advisory councils
on state, district and school
levels.
3. Develop an infrastructure of resources and support
For districts that promotes
involvement by parents and
community members.
4. Fund statewide leadership training for parents,
who can then partner with
educators to engage other
families in improving student
achievement.
The Kentucky Education
Reform Act was lauded for
its ambitious agenda in 1991.
and it is still held up as a
model for improving public
education. And now, with
their rubnc'and recommendations, members of CPAC
have positioned Kentucky to
once again step to the front
of the national education
stage.
"What these parents are
proposing is a systemic.
grassroots effort that will
yield better schools." says
Anne Henderson, a nationally
recognized authority on par-

ent involvement who serves .
as (*PAC's consultant. "You
can believe the rest of the
country is eager to see this .
report and the accompanying
rubric."
The results of this group's',
efforts are particularly gratifying to those of us who
have long recognized parent ,
involvement as a key to student success. The Commonwealth Institute has for 10 :•
years guided parents to
become active, productive
partners in education., We
have (Mind that parents,
given the appropriate knowledge and resources, can
become a great force for
,
making schools better. Many:,
of CPAC's members. including Baumert. are the graduates of the Commonwealth
Institute who wrote the
rubric.
But what's next? Now
that we have identified the
missing piece of the proficiency puzzle, what will
become of the report, its
recommendations and rubric",
My hope is that Kentuck-,
tans - educators, legislators ,
and, above all, parents will read the report and act •,
on it. For while new ideas
and schemes for improving
schools come and go, we
tend to forget the ever-present power of parents - village after village of willing
contributors.
Properly informed and
empowered. Kentucky parents
can not only raise their children - they can raise their .;
schools.
Robert F Sexton is executive director for the Prichard
Committee for Academic
Excellence
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In resent years ss hen I think of people worthy ol being ailed "Amencan
Heroes.- I think of firefighters, polite
Miters and soldiers hes Aust. they frequently find themselves in situations
where they are in corvine danger
Yes they nil, their lives as they
keep us safe, and who among us t an
forget the satrifite firefighters And
polite made on 9/11, or what our .01
dices have suffered in the war on ter
ror' They are all heroes. I'm sure of
that
But there is another segment of our
population that, in my mind at least.
should he tagged with that honorable
label as well
Farmers
"Why fanners someone might ask.
"Don't they have it made" You know.
they live outside of town where there's
plenty of fresh au and are surrounded
by fields of corn and stuff, and don't
they have barns full of pigs and cows
and such? And they must be happy I
don't ever bear any of my farmer
(needs complaining about their situation. Why are you calling these folks
'heroes.' Irv'!"
Became they don't cumplain. that's
ashy! An April freeze kills the emly
plantiags. The farmen till the soil
again and re-plant. A mid-semen

READERS

NV KITE

drought, the worst in decades turn
their fields of green into a rain -starved
brown
And what did the attested tanners
do' They plowed the dead plants under.
ordered loads of lime, and began
preparing their fields for the next season
And then there's the deadly reality
that farmers face on a daily basis, one
that sadly, we've had to face locally
this summer Upwards of Al III farm

LETTERS POLICY
V Lotion may be wit to P.O. Box
1040, lanmay, KY 42071, faxed to
270-753-1127, or •-nsailorf to ediberlkourrogledgor.cont.
✓ Lathers usisilod or famed most De
signed and him address and pewee
wrarbor ter vorificatien purposes Elisio/ letters most ham aridix•ss and
/ham meashor.
se No letters will be printed &noon
niousty.
s' letters *odd rot maid 300
weds mod meg Ile tipped er

workers lose their lives in tarn-related
accidents in this country each sear as
they gross the food that sustains the
nation
No. farmers don't engage the enemyon the field of battle, hut they do sacrifice — sometimes even their own
lives. How can we not add these people to that group of Amencans we call
"heroes'!"
Irving Parker
Benton
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reserves the right to edit or reject arty
letter on the basis of length, sty*
spelling. grammar, hbel, good taste
and frequent contributors to the
Forum page.
V Letters of a "thank vou" nature
that single out sponsors, businesses
or individuals bv name, except those
directed toward the community as a
not be acceotr.d
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V Litters (wiry represent the viewpoint and rspinions of the writer ang
not
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Obituaries
William Donald Overbey
A private memonal service for William Donald Overbey will be
Saturday in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Visitation
will be at the funeral home from noon to 1:30 p.m. Saturday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to St. Jude's Children's
Research Hospital, P.O. Box 50, Memphis, Tenn., 38101,or Hospice
of Murray-Calloway County Hospital, 903 Poplar St., Murray, Ky.,
42071.
Mr. Overbey, 70, Hickory Drive, Murray, died Saturday, Sept. 8,
2007, at 9:28 a.m, at his home. His death followed an extended illness.
He was admitted to the bar and began practicing law in Murray
in 1962. He received his A.B. degree from Murray State University
in 1959, his J.D. degree from Vanderbilt University, Nashville,
Tenn.. in 1962 and was with the Vanderbilt University Law Review
from 1960-62. From 1965-69 and 1974-75, he served as the Murray
city prosecutor, from 1970-74 as city judge; from 1981-2004 as city
attorney; from 1971-2001 as attorney for Murray Independent Board
of Education: from 1999-2002 as assistant county attorney under
Randy Hutchens.
Mr. Overbey was a member of the Kentucky Bar Association and
the Calloway County Bar Association. He was also an original
member of the Continuing Legal Education Commission and trial
Judge. He was a member of First United Methodist Church.
Born June 22, 1937, in Murray, he was the son of the late George
E. Overbey Sr. and Reba Mae Key Overbey.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Sue Overbey; one daughter,
Mrs. Stacy Overbey Vaccani, Zollikon, Switzerland: two sons, Mark
William Overbey, Atlanta, Ga., and Jonathan Charles Overbey,
Carlsbad, Calif.; two brothers, Robert Key Overbey, Calvert City,
and George Edward Overbey Jr.. Frankfort; five grandchildren.

Floyd Leon Arnold
The funeral for Floyd Leon Arnold was today at noon in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. Rev. Boyd
Smith, Randy McClure and Tab Brockman officiated.
Pallbearers were Casey Brockman, Tyler Holzschuh. Chris
Dobbins, Ian Boone, Brett Gibson, Cole Hurt, Shawn McClure,
Jacob Burks, Josh Reynolds, Chess Volp,Adam Heskett and Bradley
Cobb. Burial was in the Elm Grove Cemetery.
Fxpressions of sympathy may be made to Chris Dobbins College
Scholarship Fund, Regions Bank, 101 South 4th St., Murray, KY
42071. Online condolences may be made at www.yorkfuneral
home.com.
Mr. Arnold, 66, Rockwood Road, Murray, died Tuesday, Sept.
25, 2007, at 10:18 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Born Aug. 4, 1941, in Calloway County, he was the son of the
late Floyd Cleo Arnold and Velma Christine Maynard Melton. Also
preceding him in death were two sisters, Evelyn Evitts and Pamela
Hoffman.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Sandra Hammons Arnold, to
whom he was married Jan. 17, 1966; one daughter, Christie Arnold,
and one grandson, Chris Dobbins, both of Murray.
5:
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Mrs. Susie Patterson Soper
The funeral for Mrs. Susie Patterson Soper was Wednesday at II
a.m, in the chapel of Gaskins-Jones Funeral Home, Harrisburg. Rev.
David Howard officiated. Burial was in the Raleigh Masonic
Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First Baptist Church.
Harrisburg, Ill.
Mrs. Soper, 94, Raleigh, Ill., died Saturday. Sept. 22, 2007, at
10:45 p.m. at her home.
Born Aug. 10, 1913, in Saline County, Ill., she was the daughter
of the late Oscar G. and Dellma Church Thomas. She was married
in 1940 to Kenneth E. Patterson who died Jan. 23. 1969, and later
was married on Jan. 2, 1971 to Charles B. Soper who died April 21,
1985. Also preceding her in death were eight sisters, Jewell Thomas,
Ruth Cannon Barton, Mary E. Harper, Stella Golliher Trehey, Pearl
Stricklin, Wanda Bramlet, Vada Kunath and Hellen Thomas, and
two brothers, Rev. 0. Wayne Thomas and John R. Thomas.
A homemaker, she was a member of First Baptist Church.
Harrisburg, and a member of Home Bureau for over 50 years. In her
youth. she was a member of Work and Win 4-H that was organized
by her father where they showed purebred Guernsey cattle, winning
many honors at state and local fairs. Her hobbies were cooking, canning, knitting and quilting.
Survivors include two daughters. Mrs. Wilma Wilson and husband, Jim, Harrisburg, and Mrs. Buenita Sittig and husband, Gene,
Raleigh; five grandchildren. Curt Wilson and wife. Jan, and Alyson
Phipps and husband, Mike, all of Harrisburg. Brian Wilson.
Evansville, Ind., Darryl E. Sittig and wife, Mandi, Kirksey, Ky., and
Drew L. Sittig, Lynchburg, Va.; four great-grandchildren. Ben and
Brittany Wilson. Harrisburg, and Nathan and Noah Sittig, Kirk.sey;
one sister, Mrs. Edith Smock, Indiana; two sisters-in-law, Mrs.
Mary Thomas. Nashville, Tenn., and Mrs. Nancy Thomas.
Memphis, Tenn.; several nieces and nephews; one cousin, Jimmy
Thomas, Eldorado.
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William Henry Morrison
The funeral for William Henry Morrison will be Saturday at I
a.m. in the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home. Bro. Paul Bogard
will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Jason Kuhn, Brian Kuhn.
Ricky Hopkins. Mike Hopkins, Ronnie Schroader
and Richard Rogers. Burial will follow in the
Jeffrey Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to
8 p.m. Friday.
Mr. Morrison, 78. Bonnie, Ill., formerly of
Murray, died Monday. Sept. 24. 2007, at 1:30 a.m.
at Nature Trail Health Center, Mt. Vernon. Ill,
An Army veteran of the Korean Conflict, he
worked as a steel worker for 17 years,
Morrison
Born Oct. 30. 1928. he was the son of the late
Henry Morrison and Lala Turner Morrison. Also preceding him in death were three brothers, Hoy. Charles
and Glenn Morrison. and three sisters, May Ellis,
Mildred Rogers and Dons Morrison.
Survivors include his wife. Mrs. Edna Hopkins
Morrison. one daughter, Mrs. Gail Rumpus and husband, Steve.
Donnie. Ill . two grandchildren. Jason Kuhn and wife, Jennifer. Mt.
Vernon. Ill., and Brian Kuhn and wife. Jody. McLeansboro. III.; one
treat-grandchild, Jacob Nathaniel Kuhn. Mt. Vernon. III.: two brothers. Phillip Morrison and wife. Linda. Murray. Ky., and James
Morrison and wife, Patricia. Aurora. Ky., two sisters, Mrs. Wanda
('ashon and Mrs. Gracie Cashon. both of Murray.
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Top Iraqi Sunni VP and Shiite leader
meet to press political reform initiative
BAGHDAD (AP)- Iraq's
Sunni vice president held a rare
meeting this morning with the
country's top Shiite cleric to
seek support for a 25-point blueprint for political reform, the latest effort by both Islamic sects
to promote unity amid unrelenting violence.
A wave of bombings and
shootings has swept Iraq, killing
more than 50 people Wednesday
and raising fears that al-Qaida
had launched a promised new
offensive. The U.S. military
acknowledged that violence was
on the upswing and blamed it on
the terror movement.
Another parked car bomb
struck a predominantly Shiite
area in eastern Baghdad this
morning, killing one civilian
and wounding two others, a
policeman said. The officer,
speaking on condition of
anonymity because he wasn't
authorized to release the information, said the car was left in
an alley, apparently to avoid
security barriers surrounding a
nearby market area.
Several uniformed workers,
meanwhile, swept hunks of
metal and other debris from a
car bombing in western
Baghdad on Wednesday into
mounds of rubble as onlookers
watched.
The blast in Baiyaa killed at
least seven people and wounded
30,-according to local police and.
the operations room of the
Interior Ministry. They disputed
reports that 32 people were
killed.
In a Web posting Sept. 15,
the Islamic State of Iraq, an al-
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UNITED NATIONS(AP)Iraq's prime minister said
national reconciliation was the
key to ending the daily barrage
of violence in his country, calling on world leaders to help
bring bickering factions together
but offering few political solutions of his own.
Nouri al-Maliki told the U.N.
General
Assembly
on
Wednesday that terrorism was
threatening to erode any recent
successes in reducing sectarian
killings and establishing democratk principles in Iraq.
His statements came as a
wave of bombings and shootings swept Iraq, killing at least
50 people and raising fears of a
new al-Qaida offensive.
"We look at national reconciliation as a life boat, a perpetual peace project and a safe harbor for the political process and
the democratic experience." alMaliki said.
But he said healing is "not
the responsibility of the government alone."

"Today we feel optimistic
that countries of the region realize the danger of the terrorist
attacks against Iraq, that it is not
in their interest for Iraq to be
weak," he said.
Al-Maliki spoke at the highlevel ministerial session during
a day of pointed attacks against
President Bush, many focusing
on the president's Iraq policy.
Cuban Foreign Minister
Felipe Perez Roque accused
Bush of flouting international
law by illegally occupying Iraq
and authorizing torture of
detainees. Zimbabwe's president, Robert Mugabe, who has
been criticized for widespread
human rights abuses in his own
country, said Bush's -hands drip
with the innocent blood of many
nationalities."
Scheduled to address the
assembly Thursday are Serbian
President Boris Tadic and
Colombian President Alvaro
Uribe. Al-Maliki has been facing mounting criticism, most
notably from U.S. Democrats.
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the three-party alliance - the
Iraq Accordance Front.
He has in recent weeks been
reaching out to the once-dominant Sunni Arab community in
what appears to be an attempt to
broaden his base of support.
He said he had submitted it to
the Shiite Prime Minister Nouni
al-Maliki and the Shiite bloc the
United Iraqi Alliance.
-The time has come to sit
around the table and have a candid dialogue about key and sensitive matters," al-Hashemi said
at
a
news
conference
Wednesday at which he
unveiled the blueprint in
Baghdad.
His proposals are the latest in
a series of highly publicized
documents designed to end
Iraq's sectarian violence and the
Sunni-led insurgency. These
include an agreement between
senior Sunni and Shiite clerics
reached in Mecca, Saudi Arabia,
last year and a national reconciliation plan announced by alMaliki on taking office in May
2006.
Neither declaration made a
difference on the ground and
there's no reason to believe that
al-Hasherni's proposals would
have greater success in inspiring
the country's rival groups to set
aside their differences to embark
on serious reform.
But al-Hashemi and his
Islamic party have been intensely courted by Shiite and Kurdish
leaders, whose communities
account for 80 percent of Iraq's
population. The Shiites and
Kurds need meaningful Sunni
representation to meet U.S.

demands for wider political
inclusion.
The blueprint, which alHashemi called the Iraqi
National Compact, stressed
basic democratic principles such
as respect for human rights,
equality before the law, the
sanctity of places of worship,
prohibition of the use of force to
attain political goals, filling
government jobs according to
merit and keeping the army and
police above sectarian or political affiliations.
It also proposed a blanket
pardon for Iraqis who took up
arms against the government
and the U.S.-led coalition forces
in exchange for laying down
their arms and joining the political process.
And it included a nod to
Iraq's Kurds, stating that "pending" issues could be "resolved
through compromise," a reference to the disputed Kurdish;
claim to the oil-rich northern.
city of Kirkuk.
Al-Hashetni said adoption of
the blueprint could come from a
vote in a nationwide referendum
or by the agreement of political.
leaders.
Al-Maliki - whose Shiite-'
dominated government faces'
mounting criticism for its inability to pass power-sharing legislation and stem support for the
insurgency-also said nationalreconciliation was the key to
ending the daily violence in Iraq
during his speech to the U.N..
General
Assembly
on.
Wednesday, but he offered few:
political solutions of his own.

for his inability to take advantage of a reduction in Baghdad
violence to pass legislation
designed to share power among
Sunnis, Shiites and Kurds and
help end the insurgency.
Bush pressed al-Maliki on
Tuesday during a meeting in
New York to make progress on
the key areas of political recon-

ciliation. A national oil law and:
other initiatives have stalled in
the parliament due to factional
fighting. In his speech, however,
al-Maliki only briefly noted the.
proposed oil law, saying his
government has completed work,
on it and was awaiting its,
approval by parliament.

. .- Top 5 Reasons People Choose Reed krteriors
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1. Thousands of the latest fabrics. Literally, thousands!
2. Stylish drapery hardware.
3. Beautiful custom bedding.
4. Custom upholstery i-ic it s Mr,cicne on house)
3. interior design services designed to fit your budget(merger thee)
Rom design to fabrication to professional instalkition, your work is done
in house by air friendly staff
Come check out the Reed interiors difference for yourself?
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IA° STOCK MARKET REPORT
Investments Since 1854

Jones Ind.
kir Products
AT&T.

DO%

_25.87 • 0.04
Intel
+ 0.02
Kroger
Mattel
23.57 • 0.16
McDonalds
54.20 • 0.60
52.13 • 0.45
Merck
2933+ 0.03
Vlicroson
64.38 • 0.16
J.C. Penney
72.54 + 0.31
Pepsico. Inc
+ 0.11
Pfizer,
Regions Financial ......-29.67 + 0.11
Schering-Plough
32.06 + 0.63
Sears Holding Corp ..-..127.52 + 1.37
• 0.16
Thne Warner
-32.42 + 0.10
US Bancorp

+ 8.0
97.37 + 0.60
42.8 + 0.05

Briggs & Stratton ............25.94 + 0.04
Bristol Myers Squibb __XIII - 0.08
77,43 + 0.77
l'aterpillar
Chloral Texaco Corp 93.15 + 0.64
99.61 + 130
Daimkr Chrysler

(Hithwel 64ENertli, I ails soil of Rey Stewart Veiling)

Tim Cole, Evangelist
Kevin Crawford, Music Evangelist
(Lott of Good Music each service)

September 30 - October 3

+ 0.48
Exxon-Mobil
Ford Motor
- 0.11
General Electric
• 0.12
1.05
General Motors
laairsSmithlAline ,ADR 53_31 + 0.N
Goodrich .....
• 0.15
Goodyear
+ 0.55
Honied Bank*
B 15.204
+ 030
IBM ........

Sunday 11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
7 p.m. Nightly

WNPoint Inc .........--7933.1.23
Wal-Mart ........
+1.31

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants (1.40:
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270.7533366 I 800 444.1854

You Are Welcome To Worship!!

Hass: 8:00 a.m.-5,00 p.m. M-F

For mere iefervistiem contact Bro. John Denkare
at 227-6675

,Available Anywhere in City or County)
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Qaida front group, announced a
new offensive for the ongoing
Islamic holy month of Ramadan
in memory of Abu Musab alZarqawi, the founder of a!Qaida in Iraq who was killed
last year in a U.S. airstnke.
The statement said the
Islamic State would hunt down
tribal sheiks and officials who
cooperate with the Americans.
Nine days later, a suicide
bomber struck a Shiite-Sunni
reconciliation
meeting
in
Baqouba, killing 24 people,
including the city police chief.
Vice President Tariq alHashemi said Grand Ayatollah
Ali al-Sistani praised his initiative during their two-hour meeting in the holy city of Najaf, 100
miles south of Baghdad. The
reclusive Shiite spiritual leader
previously has met with Sunni
clerics, but it was his first meeting with a senior government
official from the disaffected
minority Islamic sect, aides said.
"He generally blesses the initiative," al-Hasheini said, saying
he found al-Sistani politically
"neutral" and eager to promote
national unity.
Al-Sistani has played a key
role in shaping the political
future of Iraq following the
2003 overthrow of Saddam
Hussein's regime and wields
considerable influence over
Shiite politicians Ind their followers.
Al-Hashemi's
blueprint
appears to be, at least in part, an
attempt to enhance his reputation as a national statesman and
project an image of moderation
for his Iraqi Islamic Party and

Iraqi prime minister al-Maliki says national
reconciliation is key to ending violence
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Blood drive
will be
Saturday
BY LARRY DOYLE
Blood Drives chairman
Red Cross Blood Srice'. Bloodmobile will be in
the parking area of Lowe'. in
!AWN, nil Saturday betueen
Will 2 p
Ili 4
One pint of blood can pro%tile lite sustaining benefits for
three people Only you can
p ide life-saying blood. It
s an't he done with our your
help HCCOITIC a member of an
estlusise group The 5 pert en! of the eligible t 'nited States
ipul at
that ac I ually donate:
blood Plan to donate blood
ei.-ry S6 days IX weeks) and
cot ourage other to give blood
In addition to a free gift.
cash
participant will be c
cillett'd in 3 weekly regional
drawing for J SCIX) BeSI Buy
yin card
Iro he eligible to gist: blood,
kli.M41( !Mist IX' h.:AWL 41
least 17 y eats, old (no upper
age limit). weigh a least III)
nUlt1%, 11,11 hase giten blood
III the lasL56 day s and show
.1 Kell ('hiss &MOP* Lard: pi.
tine II) or two of any other
forms of identit it anon A health
reciew will he conducted hy
the staff to determine eligibil
ity to go,c blood
Refreshments will be sersed
I he nest sc heLtUled Red
h.ss blood dot e In Callow
cminty will be (Kt 19 from.
i.7 it in at the Weak. COM
11111IIW. tenter. 6417 INiplat Si.
Murray
•
•
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Photo provided
Pictured from left, are Asst Prof Pat Williams, Judy Kelso, Dustin Blue and Joanna Adams
at the luncheon meeting of the Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club

Blue presented scholarship by
Garden Department of MWC
Dustin Blue was presented
the annual' scholarship tit the
Garden Department of the Murray Woman'. Club at the September luncheon meeting held_
at the dub house
Blur. a junior in the agn‘ulture program at Murray state
l'Ill‘ersity. is from
&tidoons ille In addition to his studies. Blue operates a large mowing set% ice in his community.
Joanna Adams. chairman of
the scholarship tommittee of the
department. made the presentation of the st holarship to Blue
Also present for the prt.
twain's) was Pal V•111141/1+. aNi
sistant professor iii Ag Academy Program at MSlt
A salad luncheon was served
with Judy Kelso, Sue White
and Carla ItC1r041 sts tur4C•o.,C•.
the department
Officers
tot 2007-0/4 arc Judy Kelso,
dtair, Deb Disine and Carol
Ile chairs. Peggy
Nieschlag. secretary, and Pam
Cart wright. treasurer
The next meeting of the
department will
Thursday.

Glory Bound Entertainment Friday
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Fnday front 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist Church. 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured
will be Hallelujah Singers and Ivan Hodge. There is no admission charge. but items for Need Line will be accepted. For
more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643. Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666 or e-mail glorybound@hotmail.com.

in
at
te
Ii

Reformers Unanimous to meet
Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program,
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood BaptiN
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

Shriners sponsor Bingo
Murray Shriner% sponsor Bingo each Friday starting at 6:30
p.m. at the Shrine Club facility, Ky. 121 North, Murray. Proceeds help support many local and shrine charitable activities.

Writing portfolios available
Calloway County High School 2007 writing portfolios copies
(not originals) are now being released. These documents may
be picked up in room 308 at the school between 7:30 a.m.
and 9:30 a.m. no later than Oct. 4.

Almo class reunion Saturday
•"
- .s

Photo provided
Serving as hostesses for the September meeting of the
Garden Department of Murray Woman's Club were, from left,
Judy Kelso, Sue White and Carla Rexroat
Oct 4. at I p rn at the club
house The program will he
on -Disiding Bulbs and Lilies

The Center lot Health & Group will meet on Tuesday.
Wellness ot Sllurray Calloway Oct 23 at 6:30 p.m. in the
County Hospital will offer se%
Center lot Health & Wellness
cral support group meetings dur- (lassroorti. Contatt Evelyn
ing the month of k tohcr, which Wallis for ITHWC IfittnitlailOrt at
will he offered to members. 489-2462
MUCH employees. as well as
The Breast I-ceding Suppon
.the general community
Group will meet on Saturdays.
The Alzheimer
1)isease Oct. 6, I1, 20 and 27 at 10:45
Support Group will meet 1 ues- a Iii at the St John's Episcodays, (kt
and 23 at 4 10 pal ('hurt h For more infor44
p m in the Sturray-Calloway mation about this support group.
•
county Hospital Board Room
contact Heather Duffy at 436• 1 roc sitter sets ice during the s657.
•
ineeting will also be offered
Compassionate Friends Support Group will he meeting on
of IlitqC IfilltrT1141(10t1. please
kontatt Cindy Ragsafalc at 762- Thursday, (kt. 25 at 7. MI p.m
I 1104
in the pro ate dining room I
Ihr fix-Lark Support (iroup at the Murray -Calloway Counwill MCCI 01) Monday. Octo- t. Hospital t'4int.i,t Murray.
ber IS at 6 pm in the Cen- (Alio.ay County Hospital
ter for Health & WelIness(1A•s•
haplain Kerry lambert at 76214141111
For mote information
1274. or Hilda Bennett at 731.
on this support group, contact 49844324 for more information
Kon Royalty at 270-227-3117(1 on this support group
The Breast Cancer Support
Additionally. the Ileath of

Hostesses will be Carol
Wimberly Joanna Adams and
Jan us boa

Parent Support Group will
he meeting on Mondays. Oct.
1, 8. IS. 22 and 29 at 7 p.m.
If interested or need more information. contact Stephanie Cunningham at 210-4173.
The Grief Recovery Support Group will meet on Thursday. Oct. II at 6:30 p.m. in
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Annex Conference
Room. Contact Murray-Calloway County Hospital Chaplain Kerry Lambert at 7621274 for more information
about this support group.
The Parkinson's Support
Group will be meeting on Tuesda. Oct. 9. at noon at the
George Wreaks Community Center To eat with the Senior Citizens, come at 11:30 am. For
more information. contact Dixie
Hopkins at 753-6001.
The Stroke/Head Injury Support Group will meet on Thursday. (let . 18 at 530 p m. at
the ('enter for Health & Wellness Classroom. Contact Cheryl
t'rouch at 762-1557 for more
information about this support
a

f nip

In Mayfield's Fountain Square
1108 Cuba Road • 356-2120
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The Character C'ountst. Coalition invites
all members and interested parties to attend
a meeting today (ruin 4:30 to 5:30
at Pella C'orporation, 307 Pella Way, Murray.
This will be a very important meeting
as the group will be electing new officers,
debriefing summer events and planning for
several new events this year. Also the group.
will begin discussing plans for the 2008 Character Counts! Celebration.

By Jo Burkeen Fish Fry at Palestine church
A Fish Fry by United Methodist Men ot
Community
Palestine, Russell Chapel and Olive United
Editor
Methodist Churches will be Saturday from 4
to 7 p.m. at the Palestine church. Donations will be accepted.
The Methodist Men is a non-profit organization to help those
in need. The public is invited.

Support groups will meet
during the month of October

Ketsi-ci a Williams
& t lini St"-v. art

a.... I, torruilisort
S. hart 11`rath

Character Counts! Coalition
meeting will be held today

Kci,ecca Wiiiiams
Clint Stewart
. letcsi+er C. 2007

Fog
S"lethi
Everyone
rices

from
to

Laura Wontor
Daniel Nand
Deceint,
e,
Megan King&
Patrick dark
December 20 WO,"

$60
0.00

All That Glitters!
Hours: 10 a.m. - 7 p.m. Monday-Saturday

The Almo High School graduating class of 1957 will have
its 50-year reunion on Saturday at 6:30 p.m. at the home of
ha Mae Brown of Murray. Reservations are not necessary. All,
class members and spouses are invited. For more information
call 753-6513.

Federal employees to meet Friday
Kentucky Lake Chapter of Active and Federal Employees
will meet Friday at If a.m. at Holmes Restaurant on Ky. 121 ,
North. Murray. A representative of The Merryman House will
be the speaker. All active and retired federal employees are
urged to attend.

Legion Post meeting tonight
American Legion Post 073 will meet tonight at 7 in the
new Legion Hall, located at 310 Bee Creek, just north of
SChwan's Ice Cream off of North Fourth Si, The agenda will
focus on continued planning for the new Legion Hall. All
members and veterans are encouraged to attend. For more
information call Post Commander Duane Brown at 227-7939
or 753-8985.

Democratic headquarters open
Calloway County Democratic Party has opened its headquarters at 510 Main St., Murray. The telephone number is
753-9418. Voters can pick up campaign materials, register to
vote and volunteer to support the Democratic ticket in November. The hours will be from II a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday and from 9 a.m. to noon on Saturday. For more information call David Ramey at 759-9905.

Republicans open headquarters
Calloway County Republican Headquarters is now open at
the building at 200 South Fourth Si, on the southwest corner
of downtown Murray Court Square. The hours will be 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m.. Monday through Friday. For more information call
Mary Cowan at 293-3044 or Vernon Anderson at 759-1556. :

Woman's Club will meet tonight
Murray Woman's Club will begin its 2007-08 club year
with a potluck salad supper and general club meeting tonight
at 6 p.m. at the club house. A preliminary Powerpoint presentation on the history. of the Murray club and a short business
meeting will follow the supper. Members who attend three of
the four general club meetings dunng 1007-08 will have their
name entered into a drawing for a free 2008-09 membership.
Hostesses will be members of the Kappa and Music department.

Parent-Teacher conferences today
Calloway County High School Parent-Teacher conferences
will be today from 3:30 to 6:30 at the school. No appointment is necessary

Compassionate Friends will meet
Compassionate Friends Support Group will meet tonight at
7:30 in the pnvate dining room at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital For mon information contact Chaplain Kerry Lambert at 762-1274 or Hilda Bennett at 1-731-498-8324.

TOPS to meet today
Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter 0469
will meet today at 5:15 in the annex of Calloway Public
Library The meeting is open to the public. For information
call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or 210-4173.

Special workshop tonight
A workshop, -Separation Anxiety and Other Predictable
Crises of Everyday Life- will be presented by Dr. Lowell
Latto tonight from 7 to 8:30 at Fast Presbyterian Church. Dr.
Lane, a member of the host church, is a Licensed Mem/lige/Family Therapist

Narcotics Anonymous will meet

•
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Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday and Thursday
at 8 pm at 1628 West Main St, Murray, next to St. John's
Episcopal Chunk. For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-4472004.
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Roundabout Murray will deal with numerous topics and events
Thursday, September 27, 204Y7 • 7A

Several local persons will
appear on the Roundabout Murray Show on MSU TV 11 during the week.
Allison Sloan, Murray Calloway County Hospital Health
Promotion Coordinator and
Amelia Dodd,coordinator of the
Wellness Center, will discuss
this year's Health Awareness
and Screening Fair to be held
Oct. 10 from 7:30 a.m. to 1:30
p.m.
The fair provides a variety
of free screening for early detection of diabetes, hearing loss,

glaucoma, blood pressure,
osteoporosis, etc. Informational booths will also be available.
Becky Atkinson, MSU Clara
M. Eagle Gallery director, will
talk about the semester's
upcoming art exhibitions. This
semester the an gallery will
present a variety of art shows
that will present a wide range
of artwork.
David Ferguson, professor
from the MSU Agronomy
Department, will explain how
this year's rain drought affect-

ed the local crop production.
Murray State Student David
Columbia will discuss the meaning of Constitution Day at MSU
on Campus Life.
Roundabout Murray, the
weekly 30-minute video magazine of Murray State University, brings you up-to-date with
area events. Every week Jim
Carter will bring you the accomplishments of the community
with guests from the local
region.
Roundabout Murray airs Fn-

days at 6 p.m. on MSU TV11. Roundabout Murray also
airs on WPSD, Sunday nights
at 12 midnight, on New Wave
in Murray (Channel 19) Sunday mornings 8 a.m., and 12
noon in Hopkinsville (Channel

10); Wednesday and Fnday
at 6 p.m., and MediaCornm
serving the cities of Murray,
Mayfield, Benton and Calvert
City and the counties of Calloway, Graves and Marshall on
Wednesdays at 5 p.m.

IF YOU HAVEAN EVENT YOU'D
LIKE TOANNOUNCE CALL US
AT 153-1916

Janice Wilkinson

Hazel Woman's
Club hears
Wilkinson
Janice Wilkinson. chanci
member of the Hazel Woman's
Club, was speaker at the meeting of the club held Sept. 20
at the Hazel Community Center.
Wilkinson gave the devo
non and a brief history of thc
years since the club was federated in 1965. Again this year
the club was a 110 percent.
Nancy Mieure, president.
presided. Plans for the Car
Show and the Ham and Bean
meal that will be served the
center on Oct. 6 for the Hazel
Day celebration.
The club will also participate in the Heart Walk and
the Kentucky Federation of
Women's Conference fall district conference at Murray on
Oct. 17.
Hostesses for the meeting
were Hilda Bennett and Linda
Bennett.
The next meeting of the
club will be Thursday. Oct, 18
at 7 p.m.
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Artist
Exhibition
on display

n
7

Murray Art Guild's 2007
Featured Arts Exhibition is now
being shown in the community room of the Miller Annex.
old post office building at
Maple and South Fourth Streets.
in ciawmown Murray
The exhibit will remain open
dunng business hours through
1 3
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5-DAY-ONLY SPECIAL VALUES
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Alcoholics
Anonymous
lists meetings
Murray Alcoholics Anonymous holds meeting at 615
South 12th St.. in the Southside Shopping Center behind
Regions Branch Bank.
The regular schedule is as
follows: Sunday. 4 p.m., closed,
no smoking. !2 & 12 Study:
Monday. 6 p.m. closed, no
smoking. 8 p.m. open; Tuesday. 8 p.m. closed, no smoking: Wednesday, II a.m. closed,
no smoking. 6 p.m.. closed.
ladies meeting. 8 p.m.. smoking; Thursday, 8 p.m. open.
smoking. Fnday. 8 p.m. open.
smoking: Friday. 8 p.m. open.
smoking. new corners: Saturday. 8 p.m open. smoking.
speaker meeting.
For information call Mitch
at 753-9320. Jeannie at 7536197 or Chuck at 436-2552.

$59

Ogler trope. to 04633 onfy

Used book and
music Sale
scheduled
The Murray State University Libraries and WKMS will
hold a used book and music
sale from Monday through
Wednesday on the front porch
of Waterfield Library.
Used hardback books will
be sold for SI and paperbacks
for 50 cents. Albums and CDs
will be $3 each.
Adam Murray, head of
acquisitions for Waterfield
Library, said the books for sale
are ones that have been donated to the University Libraries.
"The proceeds go toward
improving library services,"
Murray said. "Typically, the
funds go for purchasing materials for the reference collection."'
The used book and music
sale is held nearly every year.
depending on how many books
have been donated to th,
libraries.
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MSU department announces
2007-08 theater schedule
Die DepatIn,lil “I 1 hcaire into their world. Add to that of improvisational and scriptand Dance at Murray State Otto Nicolars sparkling and ed actors and actresses.
This show will be presentUniversity is happy to announce delightful music(much of which
the theatre season tot the 2007- is unknowingly known to the ed in Losett Auditorium and
aserage audience memberi. and is directed by Lissa Gralurn
OK academic !,eat
you have "The Merry Wives
"The Good Doctor" by Neil
"Cal on a Hof 'Um Roof"
Simon is an adaptation of Antoil
by Tennessee V4illiams a ill of Windsor.This play will be present- Chekhov•s classic script from
open the season Me classic
Russia
play with Maggie, Brick. Big ed in the Robert E Johnson pre-revolutionary
Daddy and Big Momma is cel- Theatre and is presented as a Simon. the great Amencaii
ebration of life, happiness. fam- joint senture between the comedic writer, puts a unique
ily and forgiseness In a plan- Department of lheatre and and fun twist on the strife of
tation house, the members of Dance and the Department of 4 Russian family.
the family gather to celebrate Music
Directed by Bob Valentine.
"Tooth and Nail" is 4111 the play presents portraits of
Big Daddy's birthday. But the
poi- ensemble creation of the racial- the characters that are truly
gaiety of the moment
soned by the sins of the Past, ly integrated Junction Asenue affectionate, the humor infecgreedy hope for the future and Theatre Company from South tious and the fun neser-enda desperate eagerness not to Africa A regime collapses A ing
o
tyrant is toppled After the juhu
e the truth, th at surrund
be
-Iartuffe" by Moliere
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Modern Facility with the latest technology
Expanded services all in one location
Caring, Compassionate, & Personal Care

Convenient location

WAREHOUSE BLOWOUT
HUGE 3 DAY WAREHOUSE CLEARANCE SALE
Thursday 9:00 UNTIL 7:00; FRIDAY 9:00 UNTIL 7:00; SATURDAY 9:00 UNTIL 5:00
BRING YOUR
CARS. TRUCKS.
WAGONS,
HAUL IT
HOME!

Sale Also
Being Held At
The Regular
Showroom
W•O•140USII I 2 Mai PAST STOO• 121

.0

•

(The Old KifsT Lamp Factory Building)

4,

Mon - Fri: 8am - 8pm
Sat: 8am - 6pm
Sun: 1 - 6pm

BARGAINS YOU DON'T WANT TO MISS!!!

OUR WAREHOUSE SHOWROOM, LOCATED JUST 1 2 MILE PAST
THE STORE ON 121N HAS BEEN NEWLY STOCKED WITH
FANTASTIC ITEMS AT SPECTACULAR SAVINGS!!!
YOU MUST CHECK OUT THESE UNBELIEVABLE DEALS!!!
FIRST COME,
FIRST SERVE!

WE MUST CLEAN
OUR WAREHOUSES.
THIS FURNITURE
MUST GO!!!

SOME ITEMS ARE
ONE OF A KIND OR

.,,,..,
r, , /, ,

LIMITED QUANITIES!
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fIGER FOOTBALL

WILDCAT FOOTBALL

The Best Of You
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times

nay High School sophomore Tanner Richerson lays out to
ke a tackle on Heath's Tyler Kennady last Friday night,
when the Tigers defeated the Pirates 27-25. Murray will travel
to Ballard Memorial this week, looking for their secondstraight win.

of
re

Tigers ride wave
of confidence
from Heath win
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Witter
- Whatever happens in Murray
High's Friday night contest at
Ballard Memorial, head coach
Lee Edwards figures his team
can't get off to a worse start than
it did in last year's game against
the Bombers.
After stormy weather forced
the Sept. 23 game to be postponed from Friday night to
Sunday afternoon after about IS
utes of play, the Tigers took
field Sunday and found
selves staring at a 4th-andlay right off the bat.
'That wasn't a good way to
a football game," Edwards

Murray High eventually won
the Sunday afternoon tussle, but
not before it spotted Ballard a
19-0 second-half lead.
In the days leading up to this
season's contest with the
Bombers, Edwards has taken
care to ensure his team hasn't
forgotten last year.
"We talked about it," he said.
"I told them that I didn't feel
like a year ago we came out and
were as prepared as we needed
to be."
The Tigers are not lacking for
momentum heading into Friday
night after picking up their first
win of the season at Heath in
dramatic fashion.
•See TIGERS, 28

POTBALL---
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orth home of
state's longest
losing streak

MAI

By TOMMY DILLARD
Friday nights. None of our
opponents do that. We haven't
Sports Writer
; You'll have to forgive the played an opponent yet that's
k.aker football team if they feel started freshmen. We're an
!Ike they're lining up against a extremely young team."
The Stars employ more
ttinior varsity squad in Friday
light's First District matchup at freshmen than sophomores,juniors and seniors combined.
rttuhlenberg North.
For all practical purposes, Twenty-two first-year high
tliey will be doing just that schoolers grace the Muhlenberg
*hen they take the field against North roster while seven sopholt1NHS, home of Kentucky mores and just II upperclassIxdball's longest current losing men suit up.
And then there's the streak.
reak - 31 games.
second-year head Muhlenberg North earned the
: Stars'
cioach Shanc Sams is the man in state-wide distinction earlier
this season when Bourbon
harge of resurrecting a prodram that didn't field a team for County put an end to its 34three years from 2000-2003, game losing streak on Sept. 7.
"(The streak) was here
And be is doing so with a youth
Movement to rival any that before I got here, so I don't realurray. State head coach Matt ly identify myself with that,"
riffin could pull out of his Sams said. "We played a team
(district foe Hopkins County
locket.
"We basica4 field a JV Central)that had 80 percent juntram on Fridays." Sams said. iors last week. Our kids are just
-Nsie usually start four sopho- not there yet in the weight
shores and seven freshmen on
•See LAKERS,213
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WOODSON'S
COMPLETION
RECORD GOES UP
AGAINST
INTERCEPTION
LEADER
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
If Kentucky quarterback Andre
Woodson hopes to extend his
NCAA record number of passes
thrown without an interception,
he'll have to do it Saturday
against
the
nation's interUr Pim
ception leader. Kentucky vs
Florida Florida Atlantic
Atlantic cor- WHEW Saturday
WHeftt:
nerback Commonwealth
Tavious Polo, Stadium Leywciton
who has six Toe: Noon
Moms: This is the
interceptions hrst meeting
in the Owls' between the Owls
the Wildcats
first
four and
FAU is coached by
games, cer- torrner Uott cosi&
tainly
has Howard
impressed Schnellenberger
Kentucky
coach Rich Brooks.
"He's a ball hawk, obviously," Brooks said. "He's got good
hands, and he just makes great
breaks on the ball. I don't think
I've ever heard of anybody getting six picks in four games.
I've had a player get three in
one game, but then go dry for a
while. That's a very impressive
stat at this point in the season."
Last
Saturday
against
Arkansas, Woodson extended
his interception-free streak to
296 passes, breaking Trent
Dilfer's major college mark of
271. He broke the SEC record a
e.
ainet
'Hips'i's
success is a mixture o good fortune, talent and teammates.
"This guy's got unbelievable
ball skills, and it's not only him.
They've got 10 interceptions as
a team," he said.
Despite the increasing attention on Woodson's recordbreaking streak, Brooks said
he's hoping it lasts all year.

MICHAEL DAMN / Ledger 8. Times

University of Kentucky quaterback Andre Woodson drops back to pass in last seson's
Music City Bowl game against Clemson in Nashville, Tenn. Woodson surpassed the
NCAA completion without an interception record last week against Arkansas. This week
he goes up against the nation's interception leader.

Welcome Back Howard
SCHNELLENBERGER
RETURNS TO
KENTUCKY AS
FAU COACH
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) — Howard
Schnellenberger was an All-American tight
end when Bear Bryant practically invented
football in Kentucky during the 1950s.
Schnellenberger eventually followed in
Bryant's footsteps, winning a national title
at Miami in 1983, then doing a little inventing of his own during a decade coaching in
Louisville, his hometown, from 1985 to
1994.
He led the Cardinals to a Fiesta Bowl
win over Alabama in 1991, a victory that
eventually paved the way for the building of
Papa John's Cardinal Stadium. His name

adorns the building that stands behind the
stadium's north end zone, a tribute to the
man who once famously intoned
"Louisville is on a collision course with a
national championship, the only variable is
time."
Schnellenberger even did what some
once thought was impossible: creating the
annual "Governor's Cup" showdown
between Louisville and his alma mater, a
game that's become a heated rivalry.
The 73-year-old Schnellenberger is at it
again, trying to create a program from the
ground up at Florida Atlantic (3-1), which
plays at 14th-ranked Kentucky (4-0) on
Saturday.
It's a game Schnellenberger has been
trying to organize for years, one he now
hopes would have been played before the
Wildcats got off to one of the best starts in
the program's history.
"We talked about this game some eight
years ago and were planning to play it earlier and I wish we had gotten it played earli-

er," Schnellenberger said, chuckling in his
thick baritone. "Now I find my old alma
mater is at the height of its proficiency just
as we get into town."
It's a proficiency that in some small way
could be traced back to Schnellenberger,
who worked with former Kentucky coach
Jerry Claiborne to convince state high
school football coaches the key to Kentucky
getting its act together on the gridiron lay in
spring practices and year-round conditioning.
"We were able to convince the high
school coaches association that a spring
practice was very important for the development of high school football in the state of
Kentucky," Schnellenberger said."I see that
is has been a very positive thing."
Schnellenberger points to Louisville and
Kentucky's rise to prominence behind the
play of Bluegrass born quarterbacks Brian
Brolim and Andre Woodson as proof that
football has finally arrived in basketball
country.

TITANS FOOTBALL

Bulluck living up to Monday Night hype
TENNESSEE LINEBACKER CALLS HIMSELF MR. MONDAY NIGHT

TOMMY DILLARD/ Ledge.I Times
loway County quarterback Casey Brockman scans the
in the Lakers loss to Lone Oak last Friday as Lone Oak's
Porter tries to bring the pressure Sophomore offensive
Kyie Cr-Mandan picks up the block of Porter

NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP)—
Keith Bulluck heard from lots of
friends following his three interceptions against the New
Orleans Saints, the first mukipick game of the Titans linebacker's eight-year career.
Of course, they all were
happy. They also thought it was
about time
"People who've been watching me throughout my career
know what I'm capable of
Maybe a lot of people around
the country don't." Bullock said
Wednesday.
It's not like Bulluck hasnl
had a strong career. A first-round

draft pick in 2000 out of
Syracuse, an All-Pro who went
to the Pro Bowl in 2003, he's led
Tennessee in tackles the past
five seasons.
But Bulluck has been patient
in recent years, waiting for the
Titans to finish rebuilding so he
could once again play games
that really matter with enough
talent around him on defense to
help him play his best.
The loquacious linebacker
looked forward to the Titans'
first prime-time game since
December 2004, and he predicted that Mr. Monday Night
would show up in New Orleans

and do something special.
That he did, becoming the
first linebacker in franchise history to pick off three passes in a
game and the first linebacker in
the NFL with three interceptions
in a game since Ronald
McKinnon in 1998 with
Arizona.
"Sometimes 1 do run my
mouth." Bulluck said with a
smile.
"I like to always be one to
hack my talk up. and it could've
been the other way around this
week. I'm fortunate I was able
to go out and play a great game.
Our b-line played great, getting

Drew Brees rattled. Getting him
off the spot and making some
erratic throws I was able to get
my hands on. les a total team
game"
The performance earned him
AF(' defensive player of the
week honors, the first in his
career. He called that a great
honor, but the man who keeps a
picture of former teammate
Steve McNair hoisting his MVP
trophy taped in his locker wants
more.

"I'll take a defensive MVP.
award at the end of the year,
which would be much better.
But it's a start." Bulluck said.
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•Tigers
From Page 1B
Trrlalwards and his squad.
the win WAS a much-needed confidence boost and the change in
attitude has been noticeable in
pia.tic c
"It doesn't matter how many
you
have,"
close games
Edwards said "After a while
your confidence starts to wane.
And that's where we were, players and coaches alike. We knew
we were doing things nght, but
we needed that confidence
boost. We needed a win to show
tot it."
While the Tigers will head to
Bomber Stadium with a victory
fresh in their minds. Ballard
Memorial is in the midst of a
three-game losing streak and
facing what head coach Kevin
ClawBier called a "must-win
game."
The Bombers (1-41 hase
dropped two games against
squads ranked in the Class A
state polls
Mayfield and
Fulton City
and another to
Fulton County Their sole s ictory came against a struggling
Todd County Central team.
The plight of the Bombers
should sound somewhat familiar
to Edwards and his Murray team
they'se been plagued by
turnovers and penalties
-We'se really been our own
worst enemy this
(*hateIlier said "We've not really had too much trouble putting
points on the hoard. hut we've
had too many penalties, too
many turnosers We se fumbled
the hall too mut h and not recos erect opponents' fumbles A lot
ot these things base been
IDDMCIlltall breakers

As tor Murray and its struggles. Edwards believes his team
is coming around the infers
won the turruiser battle at !truth
last week, turning the ball oser
twice and taking it awal Irian
die Pirates four times
MulTitS still struggled with
penalties, howeser. but it didn't
them It did hiiwescr, stall
seseral second-half dines and
help lead to Heath touchdown
But Edwards sees progress in
the type of penalties that to
being committed
"A lot of our penalties Alt:
effort penalties." he said."We're
Deis air away from the dumb
penalties slowly but surely 1
tIon't get too asstully upset over
effort penalties
onensisely the Bombers pn-

Rocidel7Padres
win, move up
in NL West

Two-Mnsert atm
MURRAY HIGH

TIGERS

Justin
DOYLE
height weight class

6-0

1230

Fatarlta Wier casitr
Peeps
Song you'd Ike to sing for
karooko:
Sweet Home Alabama
Favorite non-sports magazine:
Jeep
Last book you read:
Canterbury Tales
Superhero power you wish you
had:
Freeze time
UM.GM'S Awarawry or CSI:
CSI New York
My PAVE nickname would be:
BIO Guy
reverts thing to eat in the
summor
Pizia

I'm supposod to like — but I
don't
Moms cooking
— Amid play ow in a
11100411

My dad
Flrot misty* cnish:
Britney Spears

53

1Sr.

2007 cantecr srairosicis
(Mesta 011MT
Tng;; CounN
5-0
2-0
Caned County
2-2
2-0
1-4
died
1-2
Heath
2-3
1-2
1-3
Realarkt
0-2
LAST WOES
Trgg Co 42 Reelland 0
Murray 27 Heath 25

Ism

Caldwell Co mis KIM

Tim Wax
Union Co at cacao Co
Murray at Beard Morale
Muhienberg SOulth a %dere
Tn99C s ide ths reek
mean s en the seek

2007 Tica▪ ti STATS
20 41
13 16

Mune,
OPporenta

35

52

48

90
2' '56

TEAM STATISTICS
lens
OPP
F rat Downs
63
105
189-1013 182-681
Rushes-Yards
Passing Yards
705
913
ComP-All int 51 126-11 72-135-9
1615
Total Vents
1794
12-7
Fatties-Lost
9-5
Penalties Yards 36-331
26-210
MEI

Immeouis tandics
dope — King 106-789410 Bernie
31-215 2T0 Haskell 24-119 TD
Wells 6-26 Csartend 12-20 Dams 7
15 TO 06tCUS 1-5 Garland 12-20

Sound bites
"Murray's a big, physical
team and we're small. Our
kids took a pounding (last
year). They played hard, but I
think they were physically
wont down by the end."

medium 1-0. Hot:smuts 1-0
Pads - Genre 112-10 563 310
Motel 2-124 26 keg 1-3-0 16 10
Kentley 00O
Ihestriem -- King 23-226 211) Tenet
14 202 ID McClure 471 Deopja sea

TO Dews 2-18 Deed '-5 Neon I

Hormones'3
Teem and avirAlud Oda ponied by
&mg Gamer

Ballard coach Kevin Chatellier

If You Go
Directions accordhig to Mapouest.corn Orem WSJ
1 hour. 7 minute-s Total Est. Distance: S8.28 miles

Total Est. Time

GSA 641 deli is Ike Pardee* Partway.
tbe Penlinie Penney rump nurse
egat sole Pardee. Mom Nerd km de ..at 111. 5ale& Thee lisese eons 1.24
wed ea ad 524 Imenris Palma' for the aid 20.7 mew TAM WI 4 le Paducah
awe hem is en the name. staytaia ea US-60 C km the sod 14 mine. 60444
111emenel No Scheel wil be se tee WA Mk athe mad.

manly run the ball Mid split tune
between live capable hacks Taylor Edging. Nathan Bledsoe,
Brian Tucker. Stephen Pullen
and Rick) Beard.
On defense, Ballard focuses
on the run as well. Edwards said

"they se shown they 're
going to do everything they can
to stop the run." he said. "If you
can beat theni deep, then you
beat them deep with the pass
They play a break but don't
bend defense"

coach Josh McKee' said his
has bounced
has k
admirably
"I've been sera impressed
with the resiliency of our kids."
he said. "As heartbreaking as it
Was, we understand it's not
over It's definitely not the way
we wanted to start district play,
hut there are some positives We
play the nth-ranked team in 4A.
!lase them down and in my personal opinion should has e won
the game
It Was penalties and missed
opportunities late in the game
that caused Callowas to lose
what was a 21 0 first half lead
against Lone Dek Mc Keel has
been winking with his squad in
practice on closing out gams
and said most of the problem is
mental
-We'se got to get a posillse
mental its and get rid ,it that tear

lit

•Lakers
From Page 113
room. but we will he
-Our goal is to get better
every game We don't worry
about perception It not about
the scoreboard to us,
about
our team"

Sants said he has seen plenty
of progress in his team Ittittl last
year to this year. the team's first
in a district, and predicted the
streak would end this season
'The Stars played cross-county rival Muhlenherg South to a
close 27-14 game and put up 20
points on a% 2 Yo(+stet County
squad In Its first two Fairies this
•Cdulti

A strong showing against MI
.11112f,.i LAC, tC•1111 would c ontin
ue to psc the Stara confidence
and momentum
Coming till • heartbreaking
overtime loss to district ofilv
Dent I one Oak last week, head

leant

/RALLY
2007
TB
F0

CURE

Murray Ledger & Thnes

failure." he said "I think that
plagued us against lone Oak
Nobody wanted to make the
mistake When you start cining
that, like to call it paralysis
analysis I think the kids are
beginning to understand that

DOW

The Lakers will change up
their defensive scheme for
Fnday night's contest in preparation for a style of offense they
hasenl seen yet this season
While Calloway has plenty of
experience against spread
offense passing attacks such as
(Avec Oak's and MUITAS's. they
haven't fated a ball control.
run-centered offense like the
one utilized by the Stars
"Offensively, they put all II
people within seven yards of the
football and they run a big cloud
of dust and move the ball and
then hold for time of possemon.- McKee! said

RALLY FOR THE CURE

Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer Golf Tournament
Sponsored hy -The Ladies of Oaks Country Club"
lo Benefit the Susan G. Komen Foundation

The 11th Annual Golf Tournament at Oaks Country Club
$iednesday, October 3, 2007
Be Sure To Wear Pink - A Pnze Will Be Given

Registration: 8:34) a.m.• Shot Gun Start: 9:30 a.m.

Haverstock Insurance Agency

By 7/is Associated Press
When Colorado's offense
had a rare quiet night Josh Fogg
stepped up.
And with a 2-0 win over the
Los Angeles Dodgers on
Wednesday, the Rockies found
themselves in unfamiliar territory.
Fourteen games over .500.
Winners of 10 straight. Not
only in the thick of a wild-card
race, but the ML West division
chase as well.
The first two have never
happened before for the
Rockies. The last one hasn't
occurred since 1995. when the
Rockies finished a game behind
the Dodgers and settled for the
wild card.
"The goal we set coming out
of spnng training was to win
the division," Rockies manager
Clint Hurdle said. "We've
never turned our back on that.
... There's an urgency to play
well, that's all they're doing.
'They're playing to win They're
having a blast."
The Arizona Diamondbacks
lost their second straight in
Pittsburgh. falling 5-1 to the
Pirates in a game they could
scarcely afford to lose.
The San Diego Padres.
whom the Rockies swept this
past weekend, beat the San
Francisco Giants 11-3 behind
lake Peas y. The wild card-leading Padres are now one game
behind Arizona.
In other NI. games, it was:
Washington 9, New York 6,
Philadelphia 5, Atlanta 2,
Florida 7, Chicago 4: St. Louis
7, Milwaukee 3: and Houston 7,
Cincinnati 6.
The Rockies won despite
being held hitless by Derek
Lowe (12-141 and two relies ers
after the third inning, when they
scored the game's only tvoi
runs
Fogg (10-91 walked three
and struck out five for his first
victory over the Dodgers since
Aug.6, 2002, when he was with
Pittsburgh.
**We're embracing it and
having fun." Fogg said. "for
ise most pan. this team tune
up together. Every game's
portant right now The way
we've been playing, you want
10 go out there and continue the
roll

II CIAO PP13

C'CII PP

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we cant
211S 12th St • Murray KY • 753-3415

MAJOR

LEAGUE BASEBALL SCOREBOARD

American League Standings
All Dynes CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
Boston
—
94 64 595
91 67 576
r•Ness York
3
81 77 513
Toronto
13
Baltimore
27
67 91 424
Tampa Bay
29
65 93411
Central Division
W
L Pet GB
Cieveiand
94 64 595
87 72 547 7 1/2
77 81 487
minnesota
17
ago
25
69 89 437
g„-ii,i.ts City
26
68 90 430
West Division
W
L Pct GB
.Los Angeles
92 67 579
Seattle
54 74 532 71/2
75 84 472
Texas
17
Oakland
17
75 84 472
...clinched divon
y clinched playoff spot
Worinesday• Games
Texas 16 1. A Angels 2
Boston 1 1 Oakland 6
C levelancl 12 Seattle 4 1st game
Seanle 3 Cleveland 2. 10 innings 2nd
game
Detroit 9 Minnesota 4 5 innings rain
Toronto B Baltimore 5
N V Yankees 12. Tampa Bay 4
Chicago While So. 3. Kansas City 0
Thursdays Games
Minnesota (Bonser 7- 12i at Boston
iBeckett 20-6) 60') cm
Toronto (Banks 0-0 at Baihrnore
iGultute 7,5,1_6.05,grn
NY Yankees IHughes 4 31 al Tampa
Bay 'Karma 13-9) 6 10 p m
Kansas City iBuckner 1-1) at Chicago
White So. rBtoadway 0-1) 711 pm
Cleveland iByrd 15-7i at Seattle IBaek
"33- 905pm
Frdey's Games
Minnesota (Slowey 4-01 at Boston
ilWatsuzaka 14-121 6 05 p m
NY Yankees IMussana 11-10) at
Baltimore (Leicester 2-31 6 05 p m
Tampa Bay ISonnanshne 6-91 at
Toronto (McGowan 11-10) 6 07 p m
Cleveland (Sabseka 18-71 al Kansas
Cry (Davies 7-14) 7 10 p
Detroit I Rogers 3-3) at Chicago While
So.(Vazquez 14-8). 7 11 pm
TeaasiVoiquez 2-11 at Seattle iWeaver
.'•13) 905 pm
LA Angels (Lackey 18-9) at Oakland
(1-1aren 15-8) 9 05 p m

Prizes will he awarded to the winners
In order to save time, a drawing for donated pnres will he held during plav
Members of the committee will draw mars In alphabetized order, your name is ill he
as .votir gift and vest may pick it up ass time alto plas
I tic

h will he served otirrseduitels after pia%
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National League Standings
AM Times COT
EMI Division
W
L PC1 GB
87 71 551
New York
1
Philadeiphia
86 72 544
4
83 75 525
Atlanta
72 87 45315 1-2
Washington
19
68 90 430
Florida
Central Divkleen
W
L Pct GB
83 75 525
Cssieego
—
81 77 513
2
Miseukse
/%4
84
468
9
Louts
St
71 87 449
12
Cinemas
13
70 88 443
Hanson
15
68 90 430
Pitieburtel
West Division
W
L Pct GB
88 70 557
Anzona
87 71 551
San Diego
Colorado
2
86 72 544
8
80 78 506
Los Angeles
70 89 44018 12
San Francisco

Wednesday's Games
Florida 7 Chicago Cubs 4
Pittsburgh 5 Arizona 1
Philadelphia 5 Atlanta 2
Washington 9 N V Mets 6
Houston 7 Cincinnati 6
St Louis 7 Milwaukee 3
Colorado 2 1 A Dodgers 0
San Diego 11 San Francisco 3
Thursday's Games
Anzona (Webb 17-10) at Pittsburgh
Van Berischoten 0-61 11 35 a m
Chicago Cubs (Tractisel 7-101 at
Florida 101Sen 9-15) 3 05 p m
St Louis (Piney° 6-5) at N V Mets
Martinez 3-0)'6 05 pm
Atlanta ISmottz 14-7) at Ph iladelphia
.Kendrick 9-4) 6 05 p
Houston (Rodriguez 9-13 or Albers 410: at Cincinnati iBelisle 8-9) 6 10 p m
San Diego (Cassel 1-1i at Milwaukee
[Gallardo 9-4) 7 05 p m
Colorado (Morales 2-2) at L A Dodgers
ILoaiza 1.3) 9 10 pm
Friday's Gamee
St Louis at Pittsburgh 6 05 I) m
Washington at Philadelphia 605 pm
Florida at N Y Mets 6 10 p m
Chicago Cubs at Cincinnati 6 10 pm
Atlanta at Houston 71)5 pm
Arizona at Colorado 7 05 pm
San Diego at Milwaukee 7 05 p m
San Francisco al L A Dodgers 9 40
pm

Brazil knocks U.S. out of
Women's World Cup 4-0, makes final

.
HANGZHOU. China IAP) patties
and
sending
the
— The streak is over, and so is Brazilians into their first title
the United States' bid for a third match, against Germany on
Women's World Cup champi- Sunday.
onship.
Brazil went ahead on an ownBrazil and its star player goal in the
20th minute. and
Marta put on a dazzling perMarta made it 2-0 soon aftet.
formance against the Amencans
Cnstiane and Marta added goals
and cruised to a 4-0 victory in
the semifinals Thursday. ending in the second half. with Marta
the U.S. winning streak at 51 becoming the tournament',
leading scorer with seven goals
The U.S. played the final 45
minutes with 10 players after
TWO-MINUTE DOW
midfielder Shannon Boss was
sent off in first-half injury time
ALLOWAY COUNTY LAKERS
tor a contentious second yellow-

;10

bill
CORNETT

height weight class

6-3

1 280 1 Sr.

raw% WIN Ferrell movieOld School
favorite now-sports inagazine:
In Fisherman
Nickname vs/win up:
Little Hai
rd NM to go around the rang
Hulk Hogoi
Lost, Grays Anatomy or CU:
CSI
favor*, thing to eat in the
atromsar:
Steak
i'msappsow I. Uk. —,but I
duet
School
PM suers dying to own.
Iguana
should play me in a
swim
Chns Farley
Rrd coisboity crook:
JOSSICa Simpson

Sound bites
"They're playing for a Nthle
bN tilifersot reason than we
are, bat they're stiN *Aug
the game awl they're playbig
sasests that we have to
N

79

2007 warmer STAMM'
km
thoolikaanmi
Lane Cita
HOplute Co Central
.Saloway County
lauhienberg North

card.

The Americans play Norway
Sunday's third-place game.
Bidding for another title to go
with championships in 1991 and
1999. the U.S. team was clearly
outplayed and outhustled by the
Brazilians in their worst defeat
in any World Cup match. The
semifinal loss was a repeat of
the 2003 event, when the
Amencans were eliminated by
Germany.
Ill

4-0
3-2
2-3
0-5

1-0
143
0-1

LAST WEEK
..cee Om 34 Calloway County 25
HoPlonsi Co Caro 42 Mosienta..;
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TIM 11161
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2007 LAKEN STATS
Caltioway
35 42 41 49 0 - 147
Opponents 14 47 27 52 6 146
TEAM STATISTICS
CPIS
OPP
79
76
F ast Dooms
flushas.,ing, 143-584 137-854
Yenis
1122
601
$711611.ng
Comp-An-MI 77•132-10 62-103-2
1706
701.01,61011
1545
13.7
r angles/LON
6-6
30447
12-301

besvelieL 116meldi
lamme — Wile 44-300 STO
Buicesim 38-142 210 Hergrovs 6-54
dociumen 37-46 7113 Trees 0-26
Sem 1-23 ITO Butts 2.i Trestasey
I-1 TO, Suesteen I -I
Lamm* I'2).Gemse 1-141
Pomo
Bradoven 73-12.310 on
ona war27'1210
fledlisassi — Garner 27-491 770
DoOlsre 77 379 210 Was 644 VD
*Cde 64' Gan,5-57 TO Da 2-33
sinewy 2 21 evardus 2-13

tad than seriously."
Person Scranible
1
Mere will he a Men's, Women's anti Muted DIVIsiorl.
%len oser the age of ti5 will tee off from the yellow tees. All players will receive
a free I -year subscription of Golf for Women or Golf Digest for Men.

Sta.,4440

John Williams

Josh McKee'

If You Go
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Total Est time: I hew. 47neiseutas To(s) Est Dietarke, 100.34 Wise
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chaos

446 Nide It.• 753-1642

TV, radio
TODAY
COLLEGE FOOTBALL.
6'30 p.m
I Si".
Southern Miss al Bowe 5,
GOLF
2:30 p.m
T
LPGA Navistar Classic, NM
round at Prattville Al.
5)30 p.m
TOC — PGA TOur Vilung Classic lina
'said ifMedleon Mies
1114.0001 UAW* SASIEllAU.
Spas.
vvGte
Creep° Cuts ei rioncie
SOCCIEPI
4 p.m.
ESPN CLASSIC — FIFA 1Nornse's
Word Cup samerwil Leans Ilk at
tiencallou Chew i sons-day tape)
7 pm.
E3PI112 — AILS Los AngOes at
naves Cm

Correction
A ow of Murray girls soacer player Hay ley Vc right was
incorrectls identified as Ali
Adams The game is as played at
Mallara
France
Soccer
Complex. not JIM Ni 5 SOCCeT
COMple

Thr Murras leder. ,4 Timer
stnves to ensure accurate and
fair reporting, however mistakes occasionally occur. It is
the Ledger's policy to correct
errors. To report a news mistake
Or MOT.
call 753-1916.
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Dry fall can A little off the tot
Son's disdain
force more
for haircuts
leads to kiddeer on roads friendly
salon

FRANKFORT, Ky. - Motorists on Kentucky roadways face special hazards from October through December as mating season
bnngs a dramatic increase in the movement of deer throughout the
state.
Lack of rainfall is adding to the danger this year as deer are
forced to seek new sources of water. These two factors are increasing the potential for car-deer collisions say Kentucky State Police
officials and they're advising motorists to take extra precautions
during this time period.
"Last year there were 2,928 deer-related collisions on Kentucky's
public roads resulting in one fatality and 180 people injured," says
Kentucky State Police Commissioner Jack Adams."Almost 50 percent of those collisions occurred during the October through
December period. As of Aug. 31, there have been 1,370 deer strikes
on the state's public roads in 2007 resulting in one fatality and 66
People injured."
"I urge all motorists to be extremely alert for this hazard on rural
roads as well as in suburban neighborhoods," he adds. "People tend
to underestimate the severity of collisions with deer. The amount of
damage even a small deer can do to a moving vehicle is shocking. If
the vehicle is a motorcycle, the odds are even higher that both the
operator and deer will be seriously injured or killed."
The Kentucky State Police suggests that motorists follow these
defensive driving tips to help avoid hitting a deer:
— Be extra cautious in the early morning and evening hours.
Deer are most active during these low-light periods when humans
see worst and reaction time is slow.
— If you see one deer, look for more. They often travel in herds..
— Drive at a moderate speed, especially on roads bordering
woodlands, parklands, golf courses and streams. However. remember that many deer crashes occur on busy highways near cities.
— Use high beam headlights if there is no oncoming traffic. High
;beams will reflect in the eyes of deer on or near the roadway, pro;viding increased driver reaction time.
— Upon seeing a deer, immediately slow down. Do not swerve--this could confuse the deer about where to run. It could also cause
you to lose control of your vehicle. It is generally safer to hit the
deer than leave your lane, risking injury to passengers and other
motorists.
— Deer are often unpredictable, especially when faced with
blinding headlights, loud horns and fast-moving vehicles. Don't
expect them to stay where they are. They can dart in front of you at
:the last moment, stop in the middle of the road, cross quickly and
'return to the road or even move toward an approaching vehicle.
— Deer whistles on cars provide little help and blowing the car
born doesn't always solve the problem. Blowing the horn may cause
them to move, but not necessarily in the direction you want.
— If the deer stays on the road, stop, put on your hazard lights
and wait for it to leave the roadway. Do not try to go around the deer
while it is on the road.
— Always wear your safety belt. Historically, most people
Injured or killed in deer/auto collisions were not properly restrained.
"When it comes to deer, whether you're traveling on rural roads
or urban highways, anything is possible," notes Adams. "The best
advice is to stay alert and slow down."
For more information on deer hazards, including maps of deer
collisions by county, visit the Kentucky State Police web site at
www.kentuckystatepolice.org and click on KY Deer Collisions
located in the bottom right corner of the home page.

By KEITH LAWRENCE
Owensboro Messenger-Inquirer
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) — Michelle
Gobert isn't a hairstylist.
She wasjust tired of cutting her son's hair
at home in the tub.
Michelle and Jeremy Goben opened their
first Kid's Snips & Parties six weeks ago in
Owensboro.
Now, they're making plans for two more
stores in Kentucky as well as plans to begin
selling franchises.
They owe it all to their son, Nathan,
who's about to turn 7.
"I couldn't find a place to get my son's
hair cut," Michelle Gobert said as she
looked around the new salon. "He had a fit
everywhere I took him.
"I've been in the beauty industry for 18
years. My background is in resort spas. And
my mother is a cosmetologist, so I've been
around the business all my life."
So she combined her interest in spas and
in finding a place to cut her son's hair and
came up with a unique salon.
Each of the five stations in the salon has
a theme. And three have toy vehicles for the
children to sit in while they get their hair cut.
There's a bubble '-gu-pink Coi-Vette. A
yellow Hummer in a dinosaur station. And a
blue fighter jet with sound effects.
Two stations for older children and adults
have regular salon chairs.
But they all come with television monitors and video games.
"The fighter jet is the most popular station," Gobert said. "More girls than boys
want the Hummer and the fighter jet."
The idea, she said, is to make a haircut
"fun and exciting."
"We want to make it stress-free for parents and children," Gobert said. "Every kid
who's been in loves this place. My son loves
it."
Kid's Snips also has a party room with
costumes where parents can choose between
four parties for girls.

AP
Hair stylist Missy James, left, trims the hair off the neck of Aaron Richeson, 16
months, while he looks at his mother, Robin Richeson, 28, at Kid's Snips & Parties
in the Woodlands Plaza in Owensboro, Ky. ''This place is pretty neat," Richeson
said. "I wish I could have thought of this, Each station has a different theme. Owner
Michelle Gobert said she pairited the dinosaur scene. _
There's the Perfect Princess Party for
ages 3 to 8; the Glamour Runway Party, ages
6 to 12: the Oscar Party, ages 7 to 13; and
the Spa Party, ages 9 to 16.
There's also a mother-daughter outing, a
birthday party package and a Two of Us Spa
Retreat.
"1 knew parties for girls would take off,"
Gobert said. "I wasn't sure about boys. But
we're seeing a lot of interest in boys' parties
now. We're having a pirate-theme party for
our son as an experiment."
The five-member staff of Kid's Snips
handles all the arrangements for the parties
— from the invitations to the cakes.
"All parents have to do is drop the kids
off," Gobert said. "These days, most parents
work, and it's hard to find time to plan a

party."
The business was to have been called Fun
Cuts, but Gobert decided to change the name
to avoid the word "cuts."
The word does appear, however, on the
"baby's first hair cut" package, which
includes a locket of hair, a certificate and a
keepsake photo — and sells for $22.95..
"We've had customers from 8 months to
in their 60s," Gobert said. "But there's a75pound limit on the" Hummer, Corvette.and
fighter jet.
"They're just toys mounted on hydraulic
lifts," she said."We designed it ourselves."
The store also sells educational toys, hair
care products(banana shampoo is very popular) and lotions (children can mix their
own).

INRISF

Couple relish freedom
of paddlewheel home
CADIZ, Ky.(AP) — Dave MacKellar and Joy Harnngton feel
like celebrities whenever they venture out on their houseboat.
Flashbulbs light up the sky when they float by Lake Bartley State
Resort Park, and complete strangers wave and ask for tours. The
couple wholeheartedly admit it is their boat,"Columbia," that is the
star.
The 55-ton, 86-foot-long boat has a paddlewheel on the end,
which draws the most stares, and a horn as loud as a tugboat draws
the most attention. The boat stands out in a crowd of boats moored
at Lake Barkley's manna.
"1 love it." MacKellar said. "People ask where our home is, and
I say. 'Wherever the anchor drops."
MacKellar, 56. a Michigan native, began living on his first houseboat. "Crime Scene," seven years ago while buying rental property
around the lakes area. "Joy rented one of my houses, and she never
went back," he said.
The couple sold the boat when they moved to Costa Rica, where
they managed 180 rental hciines on the oceanfront property."We did
tverything." said Harrington. 52. "It became a lot more work than
"we wanted. People couldn't believe we lived in Costa Rica, but I
wanted to come back to the lake."
• MacKellar spotted the "Columbia" on cBay and contacted the
owner_ "I told him 1 was interested in buying his boat, but first I had
to sell my business in Costa Rica." he said. -This went on for about
a year. He .finally said,'I might be interested in your business.' What
are the odds? 1 bought his boat and he bought my business. He's
working his tail off. and I'm having fun."
The boat was docked in St. Paul. Minn.. and the couple brought
it down the Mississippi in June. It made the trip in eight days. went
through 27 locks and burned 3(X) gallons of fuel
The boat was built as a dinner cruise boat 1-1!, now -defunct Tucker
Manne of Cincinnati in 1986 A 115-horsepower engine and the
paddlewheel power the vessel
kitLhen and master
The living quarters include d using
bedroom and bathroom on the main floor.
The boat was docked at Town and Country Manna in Marshall
County before a fire destroyed several boats there in early August.
The) chose Lake Bartley Manna because space was available and
hard to find because of the boat's size. They also have property on
Lake Barkley and a house for sale in Costa Rica.
"A lot of people say they couldn't do this because of their yard,
their garden. their extras, their guest room or whatever," Harrington
said "We absolutely love it. There's really nothing 1 Miss.
MacKellar said he enjoys the freedom of taking the boat to different places by way of local nvers, versus the landlocked lakes he
grew up with in Michigan.
"You can go anywhere in the world you want to from here." he
said. -People don't believe you. They say,'No way from Kentucky.'
1 like all the channels and the scenery. In the ocean, all you see is
water everywhere Here you see deer on the hanks and all kinds of
wildlife. It is a hidden treasure."
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' Murray.
`M.

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS
Part-time positions for
Circulation Department.
Must be able to work
early hours.
Interested person,s
should apply at
Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.
Murray, KY
Please No Phone Calls
AS 400 PROGRAMMER
The Murray. KY COrpOrate headquarters
01 Paschall Truck Lines. Inc is seeking
an expenenced AS400 programmer who
is wok-sent in RPG ILE. Cl,. SQL. and
other AS400 utikbes. Social skiffs to
successfully work with end users a
must Expenence in the trucking industry andor EDI a plus We offer a competitive compensation package
Responsible and eager todmouais seeking a career opportunity are encouraged
to forward their resume 10

ost

lor Mena" Ledger
A name Floor ,
to) if acca hove ans
prowlss rvirstdipt
the *arras nes
Irettagl Duni

Enroll your child now!

809-3899

In

will hr red/v.5M
I. pinewood' COM
9.
Murtat, and Lori al ple
witl appeal ,4n
this •It÷Slle
lbw"(act as a or
aersac
al( ludyng,
ta tar 444446101i .orri

4

Wellness Croke %tanager. Susan E. Bauernfeind Student
THE Paducah Sun
,
available for ages 2 - 10 years
Recreation anti W'eliness ('enter, Murray Slate University. Full-time,
seeks
independent
nontenure track, 12 month position to begin January, 2008.
•
Mondays - Thursdays
contractor
in
the
Qualifications: B.S. in Physical Education. Recreation. Exercise
4:0079:30 p.m.
Murray area Serious
Science of related field with two 121 years experience working with
inquiries only Please
Contact director at
recreation pri Trafill11111)2. required. One(1)year expenence superviscall Kim at
ing recreation facility and student staff preferred. Demonstrated
270-575-8793
to multi-task and pissess excellent communication skills and a
Or E-mail
fking knowledge of Microsoft Word. Excel. required. Willingness
come sseborough4 murrosuite edu
work irregular hours. on-sall. csentngs. weekends and holidays.
MOM COMPUTERS
quired. Experience working with budgets in unisersity setting pieAi Certified Technician
red. Responsibilities: Supers ision. %election, and training of stu060
Service,' repairs
dent stall, budget and payroll tisersight. inventory control for equipHIM WINO
759.3556
ment and supplies. scheduling of events, recreation programming, raW477
*.d
140
.,rdination of fitness initiatives and maintenance, supervision of
LECTURER.
PROGRAMMER
Want to Buy
poof.Istafftnitisf.fasAtiy.ladadayrsAnikbreakperiods, development and
_ Department of History,
Analyst, Information
enforcement of facility guidelines and policies, Adherence to ria
Murray Stale
Systems Department,
management procedures. supervision of outdoor equipment rental.
University Full-time. 9
Murray
State ANTIOUES, Call Larry
tieing
dunng operational hours. Application Deadline:
month, non-tenure
University Full-time, 753-3633
(k-tuber 19, 2007. To Apply: Send letter of application, resume, and
track begins August
non-tenure track posi- BUYING
2008 Must possess
tion to begin Novmeber Junk cars, trucks and
names with contact information of three professional references to:
MA in history or closely
2007 OualtfIcatIons
Jim Bawer. Chair, Search Committer. Murray State Unisersity. 314
tractors 436-5235
related social science
Bachelor degree in
Cum% Center. Murray. 1(1. 42071 Women and mmonties are
field and expenence in • computer science or
CASH paid for
encouraged to apply Marra'. .1tare ('rus•erim. is an Equal Earn aturn
teaching World
related field preferred
good. used guns
and finplosatent ripporruntrs Hifil). AA employer
Civilization courses
consideration will be
Benson Sporting

..avafag
TINT It bedget

191111111111111

060

Murray

Kadin'Coals Releasc.
Jun. )”

;Nomms
WSA

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES INC

Human Resources
Paschall Truck Lines, Inc.
P.O. Box 1889
Murray, KY 42071
Equal OppOrtunity Enspioysi

resrissici tit
I re ;Orr ste.fi
Pt 1 it.
nil
%betray, fsl

nele %Vistaed
_
T
Production
Assistant
Peco
Products
LLC
is
accepting applications
fi.,ir a qualified person in
,ur graphics department producing trade
show
displays
Computer
skiffs
required. and a very
basic knowledge of
g 1 a p hic
terminology/graphic
concepts Pholoshop &
Al No 4 year degree
needed Send resume
to Paco Products, P0
Box 363. Murray, KY
42071 or
info0pecoproducts.co
rn
FT/PT
TWO (2)
Customer
Service
Representatives need
ed Basic computer
skills a must and excellent phone skis/voice
needed Above average hourly rate Oils
commission
Send
resumes to
Peco
Products P0 Box
363 Murray KY 42071
nfoO pecopr°ducts co
Ffi
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Nos Lodge Apply In
Person after 7.00PU
only
GREEN Acme is airrsney hiring for the lot101009
positions
RepLPN 10P--6A M-F
1u4 time. SRMA 6A-2P
rue-time Anyone slier*Mod in becoming part
of OW teem may apply
,n person at Green
Acres Health Care 402
Farthing
Al
St
Mayfied, KY 42066
TENNIESSEE Asphalt
Canipory * accepting
applications for
a
skilled labor maintenance position at sand
and gravel operation
Woking exponent* a
plus Also nave an
3pervng tor an experienced heavy equip
mons operator Apt* in
Person at /815 E
Wood
Street
Absoiutery no phone

calls

Equal

Opportunity Employer

Kimono Property

marispemeris
Cornrow * seeing•
toe time Assistant
Manager wilh book•
kallaping experience
•Orug Free Workforce
'Background
Screerog 'Benefits
'Eq.Opportunity
Employer • Please fax
resume to (27017593005
NOW taidirg epistler
bons for
position*
and ell shilt• Apply
In person et Milk
Ortve-let, 217 S 121h
St Murray. KY No
Orono cella

Knowledge of and
teaching background
in World Cmlizations I
(to 1500) and II (since
1500) is required
Ability to leach 200and 300-level history
courses and develop
more courses at same
levels desirable Must
show potential for success in teaching.
research and professional service. hews)
of expertise open. 12hour 'gentling load
each semester
research and service
Deeditne: November
2 2007 To Apply
Send letter of application addressing
requirect desired cloak
fications current vitae.
two current letters of
recommendation
course syllabi, and student evaluations to
Lecturer Search,
Department of History,
Murray State
University 613 Faculty
Hall Murray KY
42071 3341 Women
and minonfies are
encouraged to appry
Murray State
University is an equal
educataon and employment opporturWty
AleF/1". AA emPidevr
MOTORCYCLE
modulo needed. Call
270-382-2444 too litterview
PAPA John's now
accepkng apt:Vocations
for shell leaders Must
have one year restaurant
management
experience and flake*
hours. Applecations can
be coked IV if Peas
John's, Murray No
phone calls please
PART TIME
Office
Assistant at local CPA
brill Busy phones
attention to detail good
poop* skilis proreesionalism and confirequired
Cl."ktY
Reply to P0 Box
1040- W Murray, KY
42071

given to candidates
with extensive related
experience as an application
programmer
analyst Knowledge of
applications programming, systems analysis. relational databases, and programming
support functions is
required
Experience
with PIJSOL Oracle
Stored
procedures,
and
Oracle
Development tools preferred. Must possess
strong interpersonal
skills (both written and

Goods, 519S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used refngerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air conditioners,
baseboard
heaters Used carpeting 753-4109

Murray State Universrty

and

Employment

opportunrty

44•FD AA

employer

CLEANING for Homes
Or ausawomea I have
20 yews experience
270-758-9553

ROOM For Me To
S KYLINE Grow 2
Communication*
* 'A Pension of ROOT To
now accepling-. Grow Presc-boon
bons for cabling Ochry
Open House Sept 27,
clans Must be 21 5 30-7 00 404 N 4Ih
years old, have valid St Suite
781-8811
driver's license & wal- Accepting enrollment
ing to travel No experi- ages 0-3
ence
necessary
Bassets evadable. 270- WILL clean houses
227-0398. 270.293- Flexible hours
6390. if no answer 311-346-1736
leave message
STEVEN 0 Secure. WILL clean Names
CPNCFP firm seeks Please call 2934808
CPA
Compensallon
commensurate
to WILL do crewing in
your home Clain,
openence
Fax
cook
laundry and
mums to
whitlows( needs to be
(270)382-2781
done We also considSMALL cafe nearing
er live in own 2 days
FT/PT short order
on
15 years exportcook
Expensive ones
Have *wenn.
required
Mrses 270-873-2148
270-293-9555

PRIME LOCATION' 2
crypts at Murray
Memorial
Gardens
side-by-side
inside
Chapel
level
2
(479/7504811
SATELLITE system
FREE
Get a 4-room FREE,
FREE OVA or HD
upgrade
FREE 6
months of HD program:rung w/HD upgrade
Get months 3 FREE of
HBO &
Cinemax.
Programming starts at
$29 99 per mo +35,00
for local networks Call
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite for more info
759-0901 or toll tree:
877-455-0901
STRAW for sale $2 50
bale 227-7352,

753-4582
Surplus Sales • Ky's
Largest Liguidators of
Pre -finished narowood ficionng ($1 79
sq ft). Laminate ($69
sq ft). Tile (.59 sq ft) 270-443-4590

DIRT
DADDY'S
TOP SOIL

Best the county has
Cali Terrell Tidwell

150
MON
For Sala

07 Hot tub, brand new
in package. 6-7 person,
lots of lets, digital,
ozoneator, water fall,
✓ erbal). cover, retail $7 300,
Responsibilities: must sell $3,600
Under direction of (573)300-1031
Manager,
Administrative 12X24 storage building
Computing
provide w/front porch. New
Systems development, $3.900 firm. 492-8222
assist in the support
BRAND new Maytag
and implementation of
portable dishwasher
SunGard Banner ERP,
Never used $300 firm
and perform all duties
Excellent
condition
associated with the
Amson ladder deer
Support of University
stand. $100 firm
administrative applica761-4155
tions
Application
Deadline: October 12, Ceramic tile
by the box
2007 To Apply: Send or by the pallet
$59
letter of application
sq ft and up Large
resume. and three Cur. quantities
available
rent letters of profes270-443-4590
sional reference to
Chair,
Programmer CINDERELLA
proms
Analyst
Search dresses 1 size 4 yelCommittee
low, 1 size 8 blue $150
Administrative each 270-492-8614
Computing
Don't overpay for your
Information Systems
re-modeling, Laminate
Murray
State
flooring Ceramic file
University 112 I & T
Pre-finished hardwood
Building Murray K Y
and more Ky's
42071-3347
Women
and
minorities
are Largest Liquidator 270
1434593
encouraged /0 apply
is an Equal Education

Ankles
For Sala

753-9075
(270)227-2193
Truck
loads
of
Laminate flooring in- '
0
'
stock $.69 per sq.
270-443-4590
VERA Bradley Cat
-3-4..r
.
Melon bowler and wall:
let $80 firm
condition
Used 2
weeks Paid $127
293-8526. 753-5661
Amilencas
FRIGIDAIRE Gallery
Super Capacity Heavy'
Duty washer & dryer
Work great Less than
2 years old $395 OBO
270-293-4721
GE Side-by-side retngorator. 21 Cu ft., ice
maker, almond color.
$175. 227-7708
LARGE
SELECTION
IMO APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

On the Square Murray
(270) 753-1713
160
Nome Funilelaip

NEUTRAL tone hide-abed sofa. $125, commercial four drawer filHO Tslevlsions
ing cabinet. 325 Wood
Come by Olympic
nine drawer desk. 325
Plaza to see our selec753-3092
tion of HO televisions
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs Rear Protection
141
0
,18,11
also
LG. Toshiba
Hitachi & Sony We 6' boxbiade, used 1
have a large seiection time. 1300 cash
of entertainment cen- 435-4714
ters & TV carts
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite 759-0901
GOLF Equipment
Clearance Seel
ivtiy
tonal History is AN Items below cost,
Final closing SSW."
H“,fori;
Tennessean Golf Club
Pro Shop ofl Hwy 79.
Fn & Set 7AM-2PM
731-642-7271

NOVEROUND MVP-4
power wheelchair Like
new New battens,
270-293-4721
In stock Pee-finished
hardwood flooring
11 79 sq R
270443-4590

WINTER uproot.* casino
Good
condbon.
Excellent starter piano,
WO 270-753-5549
1111111111811Fer

NEW pool table, never 14X85 mobile home.
useri 1' state acgyd 28R and 2 tull bath.
wood, carved logs. isit. Mena heal & eir. In
*cc package. retails Murray city knits. Call
14.500. selling for 293-3828
$1,500, must eel 2003 Clayton 18410.
(573)300-1031
3br. 2ba. virtY1
shingle roof, extra nate
PLATIITA11ON I & 2
GAMES Now sol&trad- (270)4892525
3BR 2bath rood*
ed at Wood Electronics
home for sale near
on the Court Square
hazel Needs MAP
Huge Selectee+, Greet
wait. 9,500 00 1Pncesi 753-0630
888-214.0554

CLASSIFIEDS

Morris) Ledger & 'times

ESTATE AUCTION
Saturday, Sept. 29, 2007•10 a.m.
At the home c( the late Mrs. Jewell Kennon.
202 Maplewood Estate. Murray, K.
Take 94 East at Murray, first road to right past Eastwood Baptist
Church. See auction signs.
Wood breakfast table & chairs - oak table & 6 T-back chairs - matching oak buffet wirnirtpr across back - sofa & 2 recliners - Lane leather
recliner - color t.v. - stereo turntable & radio- lamp tables - floor &
table lamps - old kitchen clock - 6 hole gun case - nice 4 piece queen
bedroom suite - computer desk - nice office desk - coffee & end tables
- Sanyo portable t.v. - Singer sewing machine - wicker shelf -6 drawer black dresser - 4 drawer chest - kerosene lamp - pots & pans - old
glass & china - blue dishes & meat planers - lot of Comingware - stem
glasses - flatware - cast iron pieces - small kitchen appliances - pictures - L.P. records - blankets - set of amber bowls - old books - old
world globe - set of ladies golf clubs - bow and arrow - gas grill - Yard
Pro 14 h.p. riding mower - new extension ladder - hand & yard tools
- nice 1994 auto. Nissan pickup truck. Many other items not listed.
Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available.

DAN MILLER 435-4144, DARRELL BEANE 435-4420
TERRY D. PASCHALL 767-9223 AUCTIONEERS
Licensed & Bonded in KY & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333
-My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

LAND AUCTION'
2:00 PM
Saturday, Octobar 6th 2007
Location: Nighthawk Dr., Racoon Dr.8 Meadowlark Dr , Murray, KY tPottarlOwn
Community)From Murray KY take Hwy 94 East 2 XAles to Hwy 280 Proceed East
5 mites On Hwy 280 1PC:bedpan Rd ;to Potolar *Ns Rd then Proceed 8 mite8 to
Welcat Dr then 1 Mile to Nighthawk Dr Signs Posted!
BORDERED ON 2 SIDES BY TVA UMW JUST MINUTES FROM THE KENTUCKY
LAKE (BLOOD RIVER AREA)9 MILES FROM MURRAY. KY 4.5 MILES FROM
MILLER MEMORIAL GOLF COURSE • GREAT RECREATIONAL PROPERTY!
BUILDING SITES, MINI FARM
TRACTS, GREAT DEER. TURKEY
AND SMALL GAME HUNTING:
GENTLE ROLLING CROP LAND,
BOOSTING OF FINE STANDING
TIMBER PINE OAKS -CHERRY.
1.95.93Pkr£4
JUST A TREMENDOUS TRACT OF
in Tracts & Combination's
LAND IN CALLOWAY COUNTY.
REAL ESTATE TRACT ACREAGE: TRACTS OF 12 ACRES -15 ACRES 20 ACRES AND 22 ACRES. BUY ANY TRACT,COMBINATION. OR ENTIRE
PROPERTY! immediate Hunting Privileges!!!!!
Excellent Interior Roads With Gravel Throughout Farm!
Opoortur,rv Purch3se Pnrric, H;)n•inc tirNI A Make A Ws( rnpstmerst,

AUCTION HELD AT CALLOWAY CO. ARE DEPT. #7
ON HWY. 280 IN POTTERTOWNI
Call For Detailed Brus'huic V si wxywharriseuctions.com
REAL ESTATE TERMS; 15% Down Or 01 .Salei Beam* In 30(MO A 10% Bur,
premium We Be Addeo% Fine Bs And Included in Contract Sale Pica
Select Timber Reserved From Auction
I
I

iIIHisRE.tLENT.ITE
di; .111(T1101

Your Prothimional Auctronerees
45 Nor*•1115441•15. ST Mine
247 3253•800-35041115

A Loader in Land fitlediatung

(210)

sem St.

Visit our Wutisnia: wwiranarriamactlellikelle

Am

PUBLIC AUCTION

ANTIQUES - PERSON kJ. PROPER1
EL RNITU RE . L.
,,cn cabinets, maple dining table w/6 chairs.
odd oak chairs, modern round oak pedestal table w/6 chairs. china cabinet, blue
couch w/love seat, blue recliner, round top trunk, side table, coffee table w/match
ing end tables, guilt rack, child's rocker, doll bed, mini child's chest whnims.
wicker baby stroller whiprings. maple rocker. 3 tier bookcase, wooden bin, 2 china
cabinets, child's school desk. country table w/4 ladder back chairs. Stanley King
sue 5 piece bedroom suite. Lane cedar chest. 2 elec. Singer sewing machines.
wicker 5 tier shelf, modern drop front secretary. Kenmore side by side refrigerator_
sm. Haler deep freeze„ Maytag wringer washer. Kenmore washer & dryer
GLASSWARE - Several pieces of Pfaltzgraff some blue St some tan. Kitchen
Kraft bowls. Wexford punch bowl & cups,(Milk Glass cake stand, punch bowl
& cups. bowls, compotes). roses & FefICe pitcher w/glasses. Forrest green salt &
pepper. Eggshell dishes. Empire green pieces. Golden Wheat dishes. Creative Fine
China dishes, sm. Sunburst milk jar St others, Newcor stoneware. 5 Lance jars,
Shawnee platter, large green glass basket. salt & pepper collection. 60's blue carnival piece. pressed pieces and MUCH MUCH MORE.
IRON & CROCK MON corn stick pan. 08 bean pot. sm skillets, kettles, ice
hooks. Griswold skillet, brown crock, cream crock, crock bowls, stone butter milk
pitcher, cast iron bench & chairs
DOLLS - Bisque. Barbtes. Christmas. several 3 ft. dolls & doll clothes
LINENS - Quilts. lace table cloths, hand work, atghast.c1snforier,_ sheets & row
a

xi

els

CHRISTMAS - Houses, mini trees. ornaments. figurines, wreaths. large Santa.

sleigh set, angels. dishes, candles. yard ornaments
MISC. - Sm wooden wagon. large metal sleigh. I lot of Fisher Price toys, Disney
toys, stainless canister set, flour barrel, pictures & harms. Roadniaster ladies bike,
oncrete planter, concrete deer, concrete bird bath, card tables, kerosene lamps
man life size dummy. red & white utensils. Charley Weaver Bartender, metal fire
truck & games
MOWER & TOOLS- Yard Man 21- self propelled push mower, portable au
tank. Craftsman 8- table saw. Delta 8- drill press. Delta band saw. Weed Eater eke
blower. Great State reel push mower. Test Rite tool box on rollers, pull seed sower
wood clamps. mow hand & garden tools
FOILS THIS IS JUST A PARTIAL UST
THIS MERCHANDISE HAS BEEN BOXED UP P012 YEARS.
WE STILL DON'T KNOW WHAT WE WILL FIND,
Refreshments Available
Vise es ea Se Web! www.wiikersoriatertiorixes

COL.PAUL WILKERSON & SONS
Real Estate & Auction
know*, IASI
I
Tbnil'4 "Li se 1110011047110

44)2N 4

tat I rev ES-1.1115114 Fes; o27fNi74.5MT
snow 0111/nnesorenla.07.0m.
WA /I wiNerwoonictiono •(1.00/
intik. I ttia•ft... :Vara-Sus
ton waliwow :••••4 tea
414110•011141 Rid lislari neiwle
serti•or sit tInNIFit
Awe flaw. - 2ried47-27.14
sera.
415110011(11
(11(414 101,
soit

La

R %ern., Awns',cost it PATS!
For. Grornstire. Cerrers Nor sw-new a Rad ramp Week flare /9311'
200
Mobile Santee For

tiOn

9

21
in
CM

race

99 Fleetwood 16x70
280 28A. very private
one acre lot. Lynn
Grove area, all appliances. 645,000 or fur
652.000
netted
(270)293-8933
00VERNMEN-T
FUNDS available for
Are brne home buyers
Zero down, your land
or famay land Ends
10/15/2007 731-51149109

NEW 38R singiewide
on 1 acre lot move-in

NICE 28R trailer No
pets 753-9866

ready, no
rentals
551,500
(270)978O92

Apertrnents Fir Rad

I OR 2br apes nea
downtown
Murray
28P 1BA mobile home
furnished
12x72.
Weekly $90. monthly
$350 Plus security
deposit No pets Water
& trash included 186
Rolling Acres Lit
753-6558

starting at S200/mo
753-4109
1BR, various location'
$2004300 Coleman
RE 763-96913
20R IBA, all appkCA4/A
anon.
641/Northwood
270-763-0259

Pets A &pees

PARIS, TN - 317 Jackson St. - Jackson
Street is off Dunlap St.

2BR

personal property for Mary Porter Stiles over 150 yr collection.

isit our website: www4ultztayinniection.01/111
1114411 11.111s Ill '1 Rst is %1 190)19 14 1 1 1 1st IN1,
2t 3 stack banister bookcases. I 5 stack hamster bookcase + glass door bookcase • kir Porter's book collecuon
• 1880,- I900s) + Duncan Phyte game table•display cabinet • old oak curio cabinet • old upright piano• lots of
sheet music + old walking canes • old ruse back chairs +

East Lake rocker + East Lake marble top table•oil lamps
• old floor lamps • assorted lamps • dinette table w/6
chairs, china hutch. buffet •(2) old won beds• old oak
bed, dresser, wardrobe. chest (painted blue t + utd coic
chest•cedar wardrobe + old pie safe•old library table +
old corner what-not•old rockers + linens. doilies, clothes,
shoes, purses, jewelry + old picture frames• old beveled
mirror & frame•tea set, silver inlay + set of china, Spades
'Camilla- Copeland, England + Haviland Limoges coffee
set + painted bowls + Germany plates • Prussia plates •
Icks of old milk glass + Fenton pieces•Depression pieces
• saltees & spoons•cake plate•crystal stemware - pink,
blue, green ri old cut glass & press glass•6 place setting
bird plates + mantel clock + old Agfa Ansco camera•old
sewing nottons•knitting box wiknitting egg + scrapbooks
1. PAM Advertisements + Camp Tyson program •Tower
annuals '41. '42. '43. '44 + Postcard collection + Dudley
Porter for Congress poster • old campaign buttons • old
Gone With the Wind magazine 4. /892 Delegate National
Democratic Convention ribbon • 1897 Reunion United
Confederate Veterans ribbon Pans Medicine Company
Advertising • Gov Bates document + Andrew Johnson
1887 pardoning Atkins document + Gus' Roosevelt autograph + army buttons • 1850 Tennessee map (new condition .other assorted old collectible, + cast iron pieces +
sofa & chair refrigerator • washer • dryer + ol,1 primitoe pieces & lots more.
AUCTIONEER'S NOTE: This auction offers
antiques. comities and collectibles. MAKE PLANS TO
SPEND THE DAY'
WWIIAVAILABLE

NOT itESPONSIIILE FOR ACCIDENTS

TERMS & CoSINTIoNS 1'ornplew .enkrnent Jay if a1101011
Rn,ank in CASK( AMMER'S CILE('IA
PERALk:AL CHF('4.
won it RRENT li.ASK LETTER 1* 111,1)11 guaranteeing
',bent mock. tir iS.1 TAykx Auclion Servnt rrtnnnAt 1, All re,
woo on personal]) known by the akuon solnpun,

-"TOR MORE INfORMAT1ON CONTACT:
184 aUdieft Sefoke
CO00994
1()(1( Auctiower & Steal Emote Braker
255 Adlibe Lone • heryear,TN mast
Tdepbeer 173112474714
Owe Taylor, Aloctisoseriteslese
I2027
IC,. 11c./RPM.New 41712
'Taylor Node 4rebong

AKC German
Shepherds from
Hickman Kennels
Puppies and adults
German import pedigrees, great for working, protection,
excellent quality pets
731-352-2694 731415-11346
CKC purebred Boston
Terrier puppies $350

Lease
&
deposi
required. 753-4109

IBA,

newly

remodeled, no pets
415 S. 10th. $425
month. 270-293-4602
2BR take front property
with deep water dock
$750 month 759-9046,
978-3953
213R. 1-1/2 bath, all
appliances, no pets,
references & lease
required. Cali
753-7522
38R 1.5BA, immaculate condition, extended lease required, no
pets. References and
deposd required. 1116
Fairlane Dr. $750 per
month. 270-293-4602
3BR 2BA, hardwood
floors, $450 month. No
pets. 701 Broad St.
270-293-4602
3BR foreclosure. Buy
for only $19,990. For
listings 800-560-1951
ext. S021
3BR only $238 per
month 5% down 20
years at 8% APR. For
listings 800-560-1951
ext. S891
3BR, 1 1/2 bath, family
room, 1603 Parklane
$695 month. $1,000
security deposit
(270)474-2520
3BR. 1-1/2BA, S.W. of
town, large yard,
garage door opener,
applances, $750/mo.
+ deposit, references,
NO PETS. 753-7920
NICE 4BR 2BA all
appliances, hot tub.
fenced in backyard
Call
Cornerstone
Realty and Rental
270-761-7355

436-5569

BIG
MOVING
SALE
1631 B
FARMER AVE
Fri & Sat
8:00-3:00
Lots of
furniture

Location. 520 Moon Bay Drive, Kuttawa, KY. From 1-24
take Exit 40. Proceed west on U.S. Hwy.62/641 to State
Route 810 South, Turn Lett and proceed to Sale Site!
NOTICE: Case Number 07-5077239 4- Acre Peninsula,
Moor Bay Harbor This Water Front Property is located on
Beaubful Lake Barkley in Lyon Co., KY ned to 60 completed
condos at Moon Bay Harbor Condominium Development.
This property a to be offered n lots. tracts, and in is entirety
NO MINIMUMS! NO RESERVES!
NO BUYER'S PREMIUMS!

wiverbunehbrosauctionrealty.corn or
risrrrauctionzip.com, ID 010111
Terms 10% down wen certned lords alb balance due with dein
ney ot deed mew 45 days Possession at [Seising Each tuyer wf
be responsible lot infrastructure assessment as set forth 1 HOA

By-laws ai nosey
Maven J Bunch • auctioneer
Rolf bunch - Auctioneer, RE Broke.

BUNCH BROS.

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray. KN 4207 I

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
Inc and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.,6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

RED OAKS APTS.
5$100 Deposit

1BR $325
2BR 8375

dishes. Don't miss
this one

5 PARTY
YARD SALE
2739 St. Rt. 94W
Fri. & Sat.
7AM-?

811 Vine St., corner of 9th & Vine
Sat., Sept. 29
7AM-1PM
Retired StaMpin'
Up! plus other
items

YARD SALE
980 Bethel Rd.
Thurs. & Fri.
641 N. turn on
80- right on first

314 N. 7th St.
Fri., Sept. 28 &
Sat., Sept. 29
7:30AM-?

rd. 1483go one mile.
94E. to 1483, left

cat collection, decorative items,
household goods,
ladies clothes (1012), rugs, linens

BOAT STORAGE
AVAILABLE

GARAGE SALE
4015 MURRAY
PARIS RD

11 archon,. Is

FRI & SAT
7AM

2711-7594874

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536

Old radios,
kerosene lamps,
milk glass lamps,
night stands, school
desk. Something for
eveyone

YARD SALE
503 S. 16th St.
Th., Fri., & Sat.
7AM-?

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
-Inside climate control
storage
.Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
-We sell boxes!
*We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

'92 Ford Ranger
King Cab, electric
fireplace, Bnggs
motor, infant girls

follow yellow
lines, one mile

Real Estate

State laws fortnd disimmulabon
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under tederal law
he will knowingly accept any
advertising tor red estate which
is not in violation ol the law All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwelling, advertised are
ailable ort an equal opportunity basis
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P M,lam.(703)648-10911

11i HI

ESTATE
SALE

Condition
suss ts.crealiscprop-

541 Airport Rd.
Fri. • 8AM-4PM
Sat. •8AM-1PM

270-761-11it 1

household items,
furniture, clothes,
pictures, lamps.
Everything must

go!
Need help
Promoting your
Business?

s Semites

DOG Obedience
436-2858

Call us we will be
glad to help.

FREE to a good home
Friendly 1-1/2 year old
Chocolate Lab/Beagle
mot Call 752-0299

Murray Ledger & Times
270-753-1916

AVAILABILITY
KEY MINI WAREHOUSES
1850 State Route 121 South
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562
Call For Sizes & Prices
Security Gate

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
*Pi Rua,
wei.prouo
,

Hui( ylsi

Location.

VERY nice commercial
building for lease in
Murray area. Over
8,800 S.F. Great for
retail, offices, restaurant, or any kind of
business. Has parking
lot, central hie, and
security
system.
51.800/mo.

•AN Size Units
Available
4,low Have
Climate Control

753-3853

752-0456 • 978-0742
227 Jones St., Puryear,
TN 3/313 1 58A 1,400
sq.tt., recently completely
remodeled
931-627-0761, 931 627-1026
3813 1.5BA brick home
Immaculate move-in
condition. $114,900
1116 Fairlane 270.
293-4602
3B13. 1 bath house in
hazel, started remodel
but needs to be finished. Call for details.
1-888-214-0554
4 bedroom brick, 2.
bath. Gil-VA, on 2 lots
$165,000. Other listings at
allthelistings.com.
(270)753-4109
BRICK home for sale
by owner. 3 bedrooms,
2 full baths, central
heat and air, all newly
remodeled 800 N.
17th. St., Murray
$98,500
270-767-9925
BRICK HOME under
$50,000!! Great starter
home or retirement
home, Hardin. 2BR 1 BA, Hardwood floor in
LR and bedrooms.
Storage room, metal
storage building out
$49.900.00. CENTURY 21 SOUTHERN
HERITAGE,
Margaret Ivey
(270) 205-5486
EXECUTIVE home in
Murray, unique design
with all amenities, 1
acre wooded lot,
replacement cost
$500,000 +, sale price
$316,000 by owner.

fenced yard - Near
Murray High School $149, 521
CENTURY 21 Loretta
Jobs REALTORS
753- 1492- Ask for
Lon
1 \ 1 \11 Di AT!
Ill l'. I KI III I!
toli loom '

ssss is.creatis eprop.
ells soils ers.com

1.27017761-110S1F
0,14/ 1.1.1•1111
0••••• 1111.11,

121
Commerical Prop. For Rent

available. Prime location. 753-2905, 2931480

110 Ash St.

tus ot !undid!°MM,of mienrim to make any such prefer- FOUR bedrooms - two
ences limitations or dismantle
baths - Family Room non

& plus size

[

"-OWNER
FINANCING'•'
405 S 5th St 3BR
IBA, $2,000 down
$395 month 753-2222

Murray Ltdiper & hue. Fair (270)753-9686
Housing Act Notice
FOR Sake/Lease: 38R
All real estate advertised herein 2BA lakefront property
is subrct to the Federal Farr
Housing Act which makes it w/ dock, 2-1/2 Car
illegal to advertise any prefer- garage w/ apt.
ence, limitation or cliscnmtrubon based on race, colon mete 270-759-9046.
pon.ses handicap, familial sta- 270-978-3953

clothes, toys, ball
pit, misc. items

Call Today,
753-0668

1BR in county Lease P.
deposit. No pets 753
0728, 994-3308

entertainment center,

YARD SALE

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

R
NICE 2BR Duplex apt
on Northwood Dr
All appliances including
washer & dryer $450
753-5992
NICE 2I9R duplex
Carport. No pets. 2273054 or 753-7457
NICE clean 2813 apartment 1413 Hillwood.
Lease, deposit No
pets $400 month 7670884, 226-9566
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroorn Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday
Wednesday. Fnday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD 01-800-648-6056

roll-top desk,
decorating items,

RETIRED
STAMPIN'
UP! SALE

270-293-9349

2BR brick, w/d hookup
carport, patio No pets
$355 a month 7536931 or 293-6070
2BR Duplex 1302
Valleywood $425/mo.
293-7738 293-1446
2BI3 duplex, nice,
Chi/A. appliances furnished Venous locations Coleman RE
753-9898
4BR 2BA, all appliances. central H/A
Coleman RE 753-9898
603 Chestnut, 3 BR. 2
bath apt Deposit reference lease
270-227-3331
BRAND new
duplexlarge 28R 1
bath washer/dryer
provided quiet neighborhood, no pets,
S575/inorith • deposit
270-293-6430
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR 5290.00
28R $34000
38il $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221

Furniture, beautiful

and much more

OFFICE or retail space

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

HUGE MOVING
SALE
805 BAG WELL
SAT
7:00-11:00

clothing, tires,

AUCTION & REALTY,INC
P 0 BOX Ill
WIO100, KENTUCKY. 420114
made (270)770410S FAX (770)370-20117

Ladies clothes,
infants clothes, chide
table & chairs, lamp,
clock, flower
arrangements, craft
supplies, linens,
curtains, pillows,
shelf, old games,

doors, household
decor items, toys,

Ndw'renting
Located at 720 S. 4th Si,
270-436-54%
270-293-6006

For more Information Of II detailed brochure,
contact Bunch Bros. at (270)376-2992
Email: LDBunchesorcom, or visit our website at

GARAGE SALE
801 N. 19th
Fri & Sat
6:00-2

children and adult

360

ABSOLUTE WATERFRONT
REAL ESTATE AUCTION
Sat., Oct. 20th •10AM

11111
Yard Rig

Ywd

Storage Rentals

S

At the home of the late Mary E. Robinson, 2014 College Farm
Rd. Murray, KY. Next to Calloway Co. High School. Signs
Posted

ies For Red

2. 3 8 4BR houses.

rt oasis?• • •

FRIDAY,OCT.5TH AND SATURDAY,OCT.6th, 2007
10:00 A.M. EACH DAY RAIN OR SHINE

R

SATURDAY,SEPT. 29, 2007
10:00 AM

ABSOLUTE 2 DAYS
ESTATE AUCTION

20

Thursday, September 27, 2007 • 5B

eel

,t I sits
4.1
,

r

illin
taler Property

Looking for a starter
home or a retirement
home in Hardin? This
28/3 1BA would be perfect. 2-car garage, Surroom, fenced back
yard, new doors and tilt
windows. $43,900.00
CENTURY 21 SOUTHHERITAGE,
ERN
Margaret Ivey (270)
205-5486

1.96 ACRE WATERFRONT with dock
built' KY Lake

construction.
NEW
116
FSBO,
Thoroughbred Drive,
$69.900 Only one!
Murray Estates. 4BR
Call owner 615-5152.5BA, breakfast room,
5550
family room. Floor:
PRIME lakefront, lake hardwood, tile, carpet.
Nice, priced to set.
view and access
753-3966, 293-9747,
scrooges at bargain
752-0624.
prices
kylskosale corn or
THREE bedroom two
call 800-704-3154
bath condo - garage 440
quick possession CENTURY 21 Loretta
Lola For See
Jobs REALTORS
753-1492
LAKE Bargain' 1.
acre lake access with
tree boat slips.
$29,900. Great terms.
Call 800-704-3154
price!!
REDUCED
455
2003 Victory Cruiser
Ataxia
1,507 cc's/92 cubic
inches_ 9,000 miles,
43 acres for sale by
new tires. Lots of
owner. 30 acres lendextras. $7.800 Cal
able, 13 acres in tim705-7692
ber. 978-0505,
436-2051
2001 Harley Sportster
5 to 295 acres West 883 Custom. Pearl
with
1200 •
Possibe white
Calloway
owner financing 489- upgrade. 293-2212.
2116. leave message. 759-1934
EIGHTEEN Acme Three bedrooms - bem
- log cabin pond Owner wants your
offer $134.921 CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs
REALTORS. 753-1492
Ask for Clayton
Burgess.

i

llitsFer Sea

FORECLOSURE' 38R
only $19,990 For listings 000-580-1951 ext
S020

1986 TRX70 4 wheeler,
runs excellent, looks
new, $950 or best offer,
call after 3PM
759-9463 or 293-5347

Ala Pore

USED TIRES
14. 15 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606

CLASSIFIEDS

bH • I hursdas, September 27, 2007

Murray Le-dger te I tows

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
ANNOUNCEMENTS
•ADVERTISERS You
can place a 25-word
classified ad in 70
Kentucky newspapers
for as little as $250 with
one order one paymerit For information
Looted the classified
department of trus
newspaper or call KPS
1.502-223-8821
AUCTIONS

•Training: Act Nowl
Train as a heavy equipment operator on elud
steers, dozers, backhoes & excavators 40
Operators
Trainees
Needed! Slalom*, Job
Placement Assistance
1 8 6 6 - 2 8 0 - 5 8 36
vereer amhat con
MEDICAL
*Absolutely no cost to
you" All brawl new
power
wneeich•irs
nospital beds and
Immediate
scooters
delivery Cali toll free 1888-996-411110 qualify

*Driver' Dont pust stall
your career, start 11
right' Company sponsored CDL training in 3
weeks Must be 21
Tuition
Have COL
Reimbursement' CRST
866-917-2778
'Driver Job Fair &
Open
House
Wednesday September
26 Noon -/00 pro
Company
Representatives
Covenant
TMC,
Transport
America
Riverton Truckers &
UPS Truce America
Training & American
Equipment
Heavy
Training 364 Ferguson
Lane Shepherdsville
KY 1-866-244-3644

•US Marshals Auction
Liberty KY SFH 5 BR'
3 BA 4.948 +/- m FT
Bid Online 10/2-104
were beelaseets corn/L •New
Power
K
Weeeichairs, Scooters,
Absolutely NO cost to
BUSINESS
you. ACT NOW before
OPPORTUNITIES
Program ends, Cali Toil
Owner
*Driver
*Hallmark American Free I -800354-2066
ONLY
Operators
Greetings Be your
MORTGAGES/HOME Regional freight from
own boss Earn 50K LOANS
Louisville
$1 20pm
$250K year' Minimum
average' Home often &
investment
59 900
•Homeowner
Alert'
weekends Plates availrequired Call NOW 1
Government Program
NOT forced dis888-238-1635 (24/7)
for lowing your mort- able
Call Max at
patch
gage payment Due to
BUSINESS
T&T, 1-800.511-0082
limited supply, only
SERVICES
twelve spots available 'Driver
Regional
*Attention Horneowners Call to reserve your Drivers
Pay
New
Wanted
Display spot (886)5743346 Package. 37 cprn sgt2
1121
se
homes wanted lot vinyl
years experience Full
siding windows roofs,
Benefits
Package
REAL ESTATE
Guaranteed
baths
Home every week
foaming' No payments *Autumn Lake Sale' CDL A we. months
January 2008
Dockable Lakefront 4 experience required
',tieing at $99, month
Lake Access vete FREE Call 877-354-9039 or
online
(_.111 1 800-251-0843
Boat
Slips apply
SAVE www aventicareers Co
NOW$19 900
EQUIPMENT
no
THOU
TENS OF
FOR SALE
SANDS, Gorgeous pri'Driver Sign on Bonus'
*Sawmills from only vate take Call now I- Guaranteed Hometime
888-792-5253
X1525
$2990 Convert your
Company or Lease
LOGS to VALUABLE wirny indonlaketn corn
available
Purchase
LUMBER with your
•End of Summer Sale' BC/BS COLA and 6
own Norwood portable
experience
LAKE ACCESS 1. Acre months
band sawmill Log skid534 900 (was $49.9001 required 800-441-4271
aers also available
include* FREE boat eel KY-100
www norwoodindusslips' SAVE $15 000'
tries corn FREE inforASAP,
*DRIVERS
Great deal' Nicely
1 -800- 578mation
$1000. Weekly 36access
lake
wooded
I 363 era 500-A
43cprni $I 20pm $O
acreage
Premier
Lease NEW Trucks
on
development
HELP WANTED
Teams Welcome COLKentucky Lake' Paved
A • 3 mot OTR BOOeNDUSTRIAL/ COM
road utilities Others at
635-8669
MERCIAL ELECTRI
similar savings, Ca/I I CIANS Well estab- e00 704 3154 x1512
•Drivers
Class-A
electrical
lished
Drivers Needed tor
DRIVERS
TRUCK
seeking
Contractor
OTR HOME EVERY
HELP WANTED
licensed electricians
WEEKEND (2 yr recent
*5, yrs exp in an
•1 Truck Driving Scrod sap required) 502 452
industrial commercial
8
9
0
Swift
Training tor
controls environment
Warner
others ow* &brewers corn
&
Excellent pay w nodDedicated Regional'
e*. denial option Mik
•Onvers Company Up
Local Approx $50000100% paid life and **to 426 mile I year T
$70 000 yearly Home
insurance
ability
1 800 883 experience & good
***My'
4010i I arid pad hok
MVFI required Owner
0171 open 7 days a
clays Fax resume to
Operators 906 mile all
week
502,992-3734 of mail
mites •F SC Home
to PO Box 37270
KNIGHT weekends' 1 -800-952rieeCCil
Louder** KY 40233
5
4
3
7
TRANSPORTATION
• 7270 E OE - Oaf DV
3702 W Minnesota epestranspon con,
Street. Indianapolis, IN
Owner
•MECHANICS Up to
*Midwest
IMMEDIATE
46241
120.000 bonus Keep
Operators
Needed"
HIRE 'Start driving this
the Army National
05 guaranteed ALL
week Call Raise or $I
Fix
Guard Roiling
miles Generous fuel
Joyce. 888, 346-4639
Stryker'
Humvees
surcharge Guaranteed
3 pay raises in 1st year
'
etc Expend your skilks
ive•kends
home
•Daity or weekry pay
eel:ogle career training
van
43cpm Reefer and dry
to
Up
'
Be a Seedier 1 800
2500-3000
avermiles
3
than
'Equipment less
0
O
age Frontier Transport
years old Company &
GUARD cons rneeresne
18001991-8227
O positions available
Start your career with 'Regional
rem*
•Pan time
Fiatbed
Knight 4 months OTR Drivers NOW PAYING
based Internet bus*
ops
Owner
ness Earn $941 per required
$40
mile"! Earn
month or much more 8 0 0 - 4 3 7 - 5 90 7
$50000 PLUS 6%
Feeble hours Training revra linagrittrans corn
Bonus' Home every
provided No selling
weekend and 1.2 times
•Cless-A CM Drivers
required FREE details
per week" Greet bone
Needed reharrnat For
wen" K738 corn
including 401K'
local positions 12 yr Ms
& Class•A COL
erno
required)
tem
recent
INIITRUCT1ONAL
Wabash Valley
S 0 2 - 4 5 2 . 1 0 9 8 fog d
Inc
Transportation
*Attend College Onto, envie abdrivers corn
8 00 2 4 6 6 30 5
!fon, home Medical
.. Bynum env* wetoresne corn
paralegal *Driver
business
Qualified
criminal Transport
computers
'We have drivers prorushee Joe placement drivers needed for tected to earn $83 000
financial Regional & OTR pos. this year' How much will
ASIMILSIK•
Food grape
aid and rewrote*, pro- eons
YOU earn' Excellent
vided if qualified CM tanker no liarmat or Hometimei We simply
pumps
benefits
great
886 8 5 8 2 1 2 1
offer a whole lot more'
mine Online Televises,7 competitive pay. now Heartland Express I equipment 6158-GO*ice COM
8 00 4 4 1 4 9 5 3
ElvNuM Need 2 years
ewer h•artland•xHeavy •xpenancia
."Cen You olig
press corn
• Equipment School 3rwe
El
IL
A
Class
*Omer
training
Program
CDt. Training job
Bockhorn Bulldozers
Tracked", Local tob Placement Assistance
Mecernere east Start SO Culver /rgin.••
Needed Nove Tuition
digging tart now 1366
LAM
Reenbursernere Learn
342-13497 or 888-707
LAWN MOW
to Run With the Big
SON
Moswit. Mini, satin
Dogs 1966 244 364-1
Lana.,spline
ways WWI corn
teal YAK &glinting
sangdaphon guipe•nleed
04 Ford Musters; con753-11116 227-0611
',edible yellows 40th
Aresnrersary Edition
1991 Mercury Grand
$14 000
YOUR AD
Ore.
Marquis LS
04 Ponailie Azlek.
COULD RE
owner Realty twead
white $12.4100 CM
HIRE FOR
greet condition 791
or
20l5'9-O806
ONLY $75.00
0347
7'0)293-5623 Mee
A MONTH
753-1018
CALL
LX
OVOID
Ka
1002
OS 000 nk cv4 AC.
AT PS Me/ PL Runs
111118 Chevy pick-up
goad 83 990 000
steceau. $1 700 Cal Hill Eitctric
Since 1181'
M253-4721
270-9711-0301
21 moo asimaka
tIöiiT
Res t Orn & Ind
IMenaedA Ineired
ip• laor ,Andowdrivio
small
All este
kewnamers
levi
$4 000 COO 270-227. 20' pontoon troel 750
Me8 /70-40241101
4III7

FREE PALLETS
Loading Dock of Murray Lodger Si 'Mr*,

Calhoon Construction, LLC
BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL
Septic system, gravel
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe

General Contracting

Commercial/Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

n

BROWN'S Garage
Doors
Sales. service & repair
Call 573-895-2130 or
573-421-8413

Cleaning
DAVID S
Service All external
cleaning Vinyl fences
etc (270)527-7176
DIU HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don t have time
for
Painting siding roofs
decks
293-5438

om Oland

436-2867 Lambs
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, etc Insured
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages gutters
punk & tree work
A-1 Joe's Mower
repair pock-up. delivery 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal.
Fully insured 4373044
AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry,
additions. decks
Hauling clean up Junk
Garage yards
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759 5534
Cl - /an Buren

Nlitchell Bros.
I'a vim!.
759-05411
753-1537

TRAVIS
‘SPI1 A 1:I'
„Aim:
I()\ IRa% Is
270-753-2279
NADEAU'S
ConeVisctIon
•Flooring *Decks
*Vinyl siding •AJ1
Home Improvements
(270)9711-2111
Licensed Insured

Calloway
Trash Service
•AUTOMATED BILLING
•CONTAINERS AVAIL
•RATES STARTING AT
$134.4o
751-3740 2934145
CATHY'S
Nallpapering. Painting
Cleaning 270- 2276606 731-498-8904

1. Imo
Cesseele
Poe.aliewsys.
Mined•allsoml
asmails.
mp.

onsauserts
onona.A.

seusonn

GISTOM
D-6 H 128 blade
cieanng fence rows.
underbrushing ponds
waterways
/9 Yrs experience
Greg Renfro*
2714934371'

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming
removal
stump grinding firewood Insured
489-2839

H \I
\ \

l

Murray
THE
Ledger & Times
its
considers
sources reliable,
but inaccuracies
occur. Readers
do
(270)25344111
using this informa7
MILLS & Son
bon do so at their
Pressure Washing
own nsk. Althougn
vinyl wood, bock, sidpersons and coming. concrete decks &
panies mentioned
more
270-227-6160
herein are believed
to be reputable,
NEED HELP?
The Murray Ledger
Handyman Services..
Times, nor any
&
All remodeling.
of its employees
No job too small.
Free estimates.
accept any respon(731)247-3001
sibility whatsoever
(731)363-3511
for their activities.
MITA& OP
MNAW
r Coallnuote
Garage Dear Swim
Repot
Owner Greg Manisil

SEMI-RETIRED car
penter. Start mimed,
Moly. 753-9440 R L
Woods

WASTE.
MAW.\ I

JOES JOBS
S111.111 111.41.4110W
1.41M11 & said work
Settee friendly,
,3-4341• 2274644
.

W1LOUFE
Food Plot
Consultants
'Deer and Turkey
•Custom planting
•Sciii testing
*Liming and Fertilizing
•Spraying
.Bedding area Design
and Construction
'Wildlife Trees and
Shrubs Available
(270)293-5519/days
498-8950evenings

SIMMONS'S
HANDVM \
WORK

pickups
•weekly &
• locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

270-5194570
SIT with elderly, cooking & house cleaning
10 years experience
Have references 270489-6123, 270-2274403

Tree
YEARRY'S
Free estiService
mates Phone
436-2562 227-0267

by Jacqueline Bigar

Horoscope
for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Friday, Sept. 28, 2007:
You walk your talk and expect
others to do the %AMC You get
results hut also know how to
mobilize
others'
energy.
Allowing people to feel as if
they are masters of their own
destiny is important They are
anyway. hut bringing the message home adds to their power.
Others appreciate your empowering words and actions If you
WIC single. someone quite important will enter your life lie or
shc will help you grow as well
A% lose, II you are attached. let
your sweetie carry mush more
of the weight of the relationship
this year. TAURUS Is gentle hut
stubborn

and fire. if possible Emphasize
of
accomplishment instead
socializing 01 Course if you Can
mix the two together, all the better Partners or anyone you have
business associations with could
become touchy in the next few
weeks
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You might be taken
aback by someone's newfound

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Hair:
4-Posinic. 3-Aierage. 2-So-so;
I -Difficult

e
•2 ,u1•• •a-iiiied bra.] L•utaIN
•I maof smut. sauce it I cup
Tried &Due ketchup
*I pound ground
Redpes turkey
By Mr Mom
•I pound ground
- Mark
chicken
Anderson
•1/2
cur
chopfX.d onion
•1/2 cup chopped green peppers
•I Nix ot instant chicken Leered
c‘iruhreel dressing
In a Luge mixing bowl .ig.k1 meal,
eggs saute, onion, peppers and bread
crumbs Mix this until well blended
tyou can replace with ketchup tor
lognAto sauce, Ron a %heel of foil
out about 2 1/2 feet king and pour
mix on to toil Divide rnealloaf into
two equal pans with each one touch

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Work with money and
others perceptions You are
more energetic than many realize with a sense of direction
You might want to understand
what makes others tick Careful don I get involved in a problem
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Your instincts come
forward when dealing with others Your personality melts others banners Don? get into confusion or a misunderstanding It
isn't worth it Be clear with someone in your immediate environment
GEMINI(May 21-Jun. 20)
a** You might want to Itsten to
someone who is wise Be careful
how you deal with this person
Listen to what is being shared by
an individual who punctuates
your daily life and might have a
greater impact than you are
aware of
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
•*** Zoom in on what you
•
want An excess of ingenuity and
high energy earmarks your
choices If you want to guarantee success then focus on what
you want rather than what might
be up for discussion
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** You might want to
rethink a situation Or approach a
problem differently Your ability
to touch others on a deep level
emerges Investigate possibilities that surround your work and
professional status You make
waves
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** You will want to do
something far differently You
make waves when few others
can or *MI Listen to someone
who wel make a difference A
strong action might not be
appropriate at this point unless
you are ready for an equally
strong reaction
USRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
aces If possoble let someone
Mee make the first move You
might not be comfortable with
what is being said Realize that
someone else is managing and
in control Look at yourself as
being along for the ride Use
care where you discharge your
anger
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
•**** Listen to what is going
on around your assooates and
friends Take your cues from
those around you In fact the
wise Scarp will encourage others
to run with the ball People need
to understand the responedvkly
and strength of your leadership
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
•a** Tame your enthusiasm

Sienese 011eed A'

ois Clawed

confidence Or perhaps you are
noticing this person for the first
time in your life With this perspective, you might want to
adapt or change the nature of
your bond
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** You might decide to look at
basics -- not a bad idea, as currents sweep around you You
don't want to 10Se yourself in

drama.
eMOtiOnal
another
Maintain free will through eyeing
situations as clearly as possible
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Conversation breeds
ideas Don't back away. In ft,
consider adding to your repertoire of possibilities It is always
good to open doors. You "an
walk through one of these ddofs
today Why not0

Let's go loafing
gnu. ,g1 c•cr• laituilics riighils din
net favorites is 1114e•no•I I gn always
looking tor different ways 01 making
this Lands laviinte I have some chit
then anal healthy
.caipes for 'sou to
Stuffed
Meatloaf
By Mark
Anderson

Sauce
inF at one end Press each loal into
•I can of cream of cheddar soup
equal round huts In the center of
.1 cup milk
each lout nuke .1 pocket in the cen•1 1/2 cups grated cheddar cheese
ters lake the corn bread mix and
Heat the soup and milk over medimix without liquid, then pour into
owed the loafs pockets Now the tough um heat, and add cheese Pour sauce.
the meatloal alter slicing On platpart, pull your foil so that both meatloafs cover each other You can add
Granny's Meatloat
cream of chicken soup as a cosenng
save 1/2 of can to top fin- By Granny Anderson
•1 pound gr,und heel
ished loaf Bake in osen at 350 degree.%
•1/2 shopped onion
lor I hour
•1/2 cup chopped red pepper
Climate MaatIoat
••••eiesie-taree egg beam
WIWI Ander:air
..?4 ounce canned diced mow
•I pound posed beef
Juice
•I teaspoon gaffs powder
•I/2 cup quick cooking oats
•I/2 teaspoon ground pepper
*salt and pepper to your taste'
•112 teaspi.•ri salt
Mix all ingredients well and Shift
•I/2 cup chopped ,mion
into loaf and hake at 575 degrees for
•I /2 cup alorix.-a green pepper
one hour
•I cup graded cheddar cheese
lopping
•2 tablespien Worcestershire sauce
*Lel ,up ketchup or chili elect:.
•i/2 cup sour cream
•2 tablespoon brown sugar
•I cup crushed Ritz crackers
•I tablespoon prepared musiant
•I teaspoon Larrys sc.gsg fried eilt
Mei and top meatloat before
•2 slices of bread
Mix everything together in a large ing
Some of my children lose meetmixing howl except bread slices
Shape into loat that will cover the loaf of some kind, all together we
bread slices Thr bread will abosorb make ten different meatloafs Has my
the grease And he sure I1, through the daughter said. 'That's a keeper'' Do
not forget to send us a recipe to
bread awas and not Wise withy loaf
Bake at ;CO degress for 40-45 min- at M11710nIMUffayglhelluputh.nef •
write MI MOM at Murray Ledger &
utes
limes Be sure tO loaf it U '

HWY.641 N.
MURRAY
753-1725
1-800-472-8852
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FALL HAIKVLST
2007
Saturday, September 29th, 2007
HOURLY SALES
•
tIOURS

ITEM FEATURED

REC.,

SALE

9-10
10-11
11-12
12-1
1-2
2-3
3-4
4-5

Little Gem Magnolia
Dwarf Crapemyrtle
Rose of Sharon Tree
Butterfly Bush
Endless Summer Hydrangea
Perennial Hibiscus
Azalea
Variegated Hosta

35.00
20.00
45.00
20.00
40.00
18.00
20.00
8.00

1750
10.00
2230
10.00
20.00
9.00
10.00
2.00

• SALES
• FUN FOR ALL
• HOURLY GIVEAWAYS

all

Open Mon.-Sat. 9-5

•
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le years ego
Published is a picture ut Lavelle
Curd and Beatrice Willoughby
working on a quilt wall hanging
as Aubrey Willoughby looks on
at- the Senior Citizens Center The
quilt was begun by the late Evie
Todd and will be hung in her
memory at Shared Care in her memory The photo was by Staff Photographer Bernard Kane
Births reported include a girl
to .Samantha and Jimmie Floyd,

gh
ed
ad
le,

Sept. 23.
Mr. and Mrs, Louis Douthitt will
Ete married 55 years Oct. 1.

fly
as
• er

ma
:ing
ble

' 20 years ago
Published is A picture of Kentucky National Guardsman Sgt.
Gordon Lewis of Murray., a member of the 614th Military Police
Company stationed here, preparing to board a bus as he and
other members of the unit left at
midnight Sept. 25 for the Philippines The 23 guardsmen are going
on a training mission and are
expected back in Kentucky Oct.
16. The photo was by Staff Photographer David Tuck.
Mrs. Tillie Koch of Hazel will
celebrate her 100th birthday on
Sept. 28.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of John
Tom Taylor being recognized as
the first customer of the South
641 Water District at a meeting
at the Hazel City Hall by Cy
Miller, mayor of Hazel.
Also published is a picture of
the Meats Judging Team of the
Calloway County High School
Chapter of the Future Farmers of
Agienca who won top honors in
competition at the Mid-South Fair.
Memphis, Tenn. Team members
are Kenneth Paschall, Brad Cook,
Randy McCallon and Danny Kin-

seds
act

gins and team adviser is Larry
Gilbert. The photo was by Staff
Photographer Lowell Atchley.

roe
611-

40 years age
Army Pvt. Morns E. Parker
has completed reconnaissance train-

tag at the Army Armor Center.
Fort Knox.
Elected as officers of the senior class of Calloway County High
School were Roger Joseph, president, Tony Jones, vice president;
Susan Alexander, secretary-treasurer; and Stan Key, reporter.
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Williams
will be married 50 years Sept.
29.
Births reported include a boy
to Dr. and Mrs. Dick Hutson,
Sept. 22.
50 years ago
The Murray Lions Club had a
dinner meeting at Bethel United
Methodist Church. Entertainment
was by the Bethel Church Quartet.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Belcher will
be married for 50 years Sept. 29.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Alfred Murdock. a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. James Muncy
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. William
Calhoun.
60 years ago
Approximately 116 Girl Scouts
registered at the first meting held
at the Girl Scout cabin, according to Mrs. R.H. Thurman, registration chairman.
Johnny Delarne of the Federal Game and Fish Reserve was
the guest speaker at a meeting of
the Murray Lions Club. He was
introduced by Noel Melugin.
Elected as officers of the senior class of Murray Training School
were Bob Trevathan. president;

Bill Peters, vice president; Betty
Yancey, secretary; and Marion
Copeland. treasurer.
Rev. Wendell H. Rime is the
new pastor of Memorial Baptist
Church.

peraye

an

TodayInHistory
By 'Fbe Associated Press
Today is Thursday. Sept. 27,
:the 270th day of 2007. There are
95 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 27. 1964. the government publicly released the report
:of the Warren Commission, which
:found that Lee Harvey Oswald
had acted alone in assassinating
r

:President Kennedy.
• On this date:
: In 1779. John

Adams was
named to negotiate the Revo uEt A EI

L_

tionary War's peace terms with

Bntain.
In 1825,

the first locomotive
to haul a passenger train was
operated by George Stephenson

in England.
In 1854.

the first great disaster involving an Atlantic Ocean
liner occurred when the steamship
Arctic sank with 300 people aboard.

In 1939, Warsaw. Poland. surrendered after weeks of resistance
to invading forces from Nazi Germany and the Soviet Union dur-
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COMICS / FEATURES
First date ends in fireworks
but relationship fizzles out
DEAR ABBY: I'm 34 years
DEAR LOST: The probold and have two wonderful lem is you engaged in "physkids ages 12 and 8. I am a ical activity" with him too
single mother, employed part soon. Now the mystery is gone,
time. I live with my parents the excitement of the chase is
and need some advice.
gone, and he is gone. While
I recently met someone. He it might be nice of him to
is a 35-year-old firefighter wbo say goodbye, silence sends a
coaches message that speaks volumes.
football and It's saying he is no longer
has a child interested.
•..
of his own.
The
night
DEAR ABBY: Over the
we met it years I have enjoyed seeing
was
nice. the letters in your column about
We engaged the kind, helpful things peoin physical ple do -- the good deeds that
activity. He brighten someone's day. I would
Dear Abby said he was like to offer one from my own
interested in family.
me, and 1
When my son was 5, he
By Abigail
told
him was a very active little boy. I
Van Buren
likewise.
was forever "losing" him in
He called me the next two stows. I would usually find
days -- and that was it! 1 have hinil hiding in clothing racks,
called him several times since etc.
the last time he called me,
One day I couldn't find him.
and everything seemed fine After a frantic search, 1 finalwith him. However, we have ly found him in the women's
not really had a long conver- restroom helping an elderly
sation. He said he wanted to woman in a wheelchair with
get to know me better, so I the doors. I began to scold
don't understand why he does- him when she said, 'Please
n't call me anymore.
don't do that. He was the only
I e-mailed him that if he one who offered to help me."
wanted me to stop calling. then It was then that I realized
I would appreciate it if he would what a caring little boy he
just let me know. But he has- was -- and still is today as a
n't told me anything. I don't grown man. -- NANCY IN
know if he's just really busy SANTA CLARA, CALIF.
with work or what, but I realDEAR NANCY: Your litly like this man and enjoyed tle boy was, indeed, kind and
his company, and wonder if empathetic. However, the incihe enjoyed mine too. Please dent you have described haphelp me understand what the pened many years ago. Today,
problem is. -- LOST IN GUAM I am sad to say, parents must
impress on their young children the possible danger of
wandering away with an adult
ing World War II.
they don't know.
In 1942. Glenn Miller and his
•..
Orchestra performed together for
DEAR ABBY: I have a
the last time, at the Central Theater in Passaic. N.J., prior to problem 1 have never seen in
your column. My jealous husMiller's entry into the Army.
In 1954. "Tonight!" hosted by band created a fictional online
Steve Allen. made its network debut character and contacted me
on NBC-TV.
through a Christian support eIn 1956, Olympic track and field group. I began corresponding
gold medalist and Hall of Fame
with this person via e-mail. This
golfer Babe Didrikson Zaharias
was a character designed to
died in Galveston. Texas. at age
match all my preferences.
45.
When he offered to meet
in person, I refused, but he
continued to increase the intimacy of the messages until I
if t Sin sieS,ueui mucii
eventually expressed dissatisWO START ulittstu 6NE kw?
faction in my marriage. That
is when my husband revealed
that HE was my fantasy friend.
Now neither of us is sure
we can trust each other -- after
18 years of marriage. Should
I forgive and forget? -BETRAYED IN CLEVELAND
DEAR BETRAYED: Yes,
and so should he. From where
I sit, this could be a golden
opportunity to improve your
marriage through marriage
counseling. Maybe if your husband tries harder to be the
man he knows you want him
to be, he will have less to
worry about in the future.(And
you will have less to be dissatisfied about.)
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Foot pain needs
further study
DEAR DR. GOTT: I need
your opinion. I'm 68 and in
To give you related inforgood health. I got up one mation, I am sending you A
morning to find pain in my copy of my Health Report
nght foot. It feels like I'm walk- "About Gout". Other readers
ing on a bruise. It doesn't hurt who would like a copy should
when I push on it with my send a long, self-addressed,
hand, only stamped envelope and $2 to
when I walk Newsletter, PO Box 167, Wickon it. At liffe, OH 44092. Be sure to
times it will mention the title.
be
comDEAR DR. GOTT: 1 ant
pletely fuse 82 years old, in good health
and
then and active, but I have a weird
sponta- problem that happens after
neously start god* to bed for the night.
to
hurt. This has been going on for a
Sometimes long time and never happens
the
foot during the day.
aches.
On my upper right leg, near
By
What the groin, it feels like a small
Dr. Peter Gott would
your bubble near the pressure point
opinion be? I am not eager of the artery that continues to
to go to the doctor, and I'm inflate and then release. This
not a good pill-taker.
goes on for about an hour but
DEAR READER: Acute does not continue during the
foot pain is a common con- rest of the time. It does cause
sequence of gout. Of course, some discomfort.
there are other causes as well,
1 was wondering if you have
including arthritis, tendon heard of cases like this and what
inflammation and other disor- could be done for it.
ders.
DEAR READER: 1 have
Although I respect your not had the opportunity to see
reluctance to seek medical cases such as yours, and I
attention, I believe that your cannot make a judgment based
primary care physician is, at on the sparse data you supthis point, a reasonable option. ply.
He or she can examine you,
Because arterial blockages
and — I hope — order a uric can sometimes be associated
acid blood test for gout.
with pulsations, I suggest that
While you're awaiting your you be examined by your famappointment — and here is ily physician, who may choose
where I shock people — try to order a vascular study of
cherries (fresh, canned or dried) your leg. Also, I welcome letrather than over-the-counter ters from other readers who
anti-inflammatory drugs. Cher- have suffered from similar
ries have been reported to cure symptoms.
gout attacks and prevent recurTo give you related inforrences.
mation, 1 am sending you a
If you don't respond to cher- copy of my Health Report
ry therapy, your PCP would "Blood — Donations and Disbe happy. I'm sure, to pre- orders."
scribe treatment. Keep me post-

Dr.Gott

ContractBridge
South dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.

that E.ast has the guarded tack

NORTH
•K 7 6 3
VA 95
•K Q2

•AQ 4
WEST

EAST

•Q

•8,2.

11Q1104
•9S3
•10 7 6 2

•87 3 2
•l06 4
+K 9 5 3

SOUTH
•A 10 9 5 4
K6
•.AJ 75
41

But before blindly attempting the
finesse, you should first consider the
hand as a whole. If you try the
finesse and it loses, and if East has
the king of clubs, you will go down
one. Unlucky, but down one nevertheless.
. The other side of the coin, however, is that if you play the ace of
spades at tnck three instead of finessing the ten, you can't go down
regardless of who has the jack! As it
happens, the tack falls and you make
the slam, later losing only a club to
East's king.
What would have happened had

The bidding:

South
West
North East
Pass
1•
4N1
Pass
5•
Pass
5 NT
Pass
6•
Pass
6
Opening lead — queen of hearts.
Assume you're in six spades and
West leads the queen of hearts. You
win with the king and return a trump
to dummy's king, on which West
plays the queen. You next lead a
trump from dummy, Fast following
low, and the question is whether to
play the ace or the ten.

If you are familiar with the theory
of restricted choice, you know that
after West produces the queen on the
first spade play, the odds favor
finessing the ten. In fact, the mathematical probability is about 9-to-5

West shown out on the ace of
trumps? In that case, you would have
cashed the ace of hearts, ruffed a
heart and then started to run your diamonds. Last might ruff at any stage,
but that would merely hasten his
demise.
If he did not ruff, you would next
put him on lead with a trump, forcing
him to return a club or yield a ruffand-discard. Either way, the slam

would come waltzing home.
In this deal, therefore, the answer
to how to handle the trumps is a very
simple one Playing the ace guarantees the contract, come what may,
while finessing the ten does not. Mai
makes the ace the right play, even
though the percentages would indicate otherwise.

Tomorrow: Test your defensive play

•••
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Crosswords
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Ran Into
4 Misfortunes
8 Sopranos note
11 wan
13 Green pods
14 Sturdy tree
15 Not real
17 Insulation

mess (nyen )
19 Baked goodies
21 Finish
22 Percolate
24 Hedge shrub
26 Oriole's abode
29 Watering pace
31 ouaket pcnoun
33 Letter after p
34 Hungry -a Pew

C3 A ER PIE L000

35 Codgers
manes
37 Monsieur s
alfOrTabVe
39 Gold. in chem
40 Vitality
42 Keep rlaS
44Retaligant

113EAINUTS00

46 Plow through
48 Raw% or
(3ehng
50 Inquires
51 Put a dent In

53 Boasts
55 Occur
58 IntracSon
61 Past
62 — vu
84 Your Highness
65 Garment edge
66 Long-necked
bird
67 New empty

DOWN
1 Atlas Page
2 Dangerous

Curve
3 PhD
submissions
4 Cartoon
woodpecker
5 Informal assent

6 Sap up
7 Use a coupon
8 More wintry

GET
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Poll: Pessimism widespread over environment
By ALAN FRAM

Associated Press Writer
atiAaHINGTON iAPi
People want their leaders to
move tioldly to help the environment but give them dismal
grades for their actions so far,
acaording to a poll released
Wednesday that highlighted
rampant pessimism on the issue
Only about one in five voiced
approval of how President Bush,
Congress and U.S businesses
have been handling the environment. And while decisive
majorities said they want strong
public arid private action. fewer
than one in 10 said they had seen
such steps in the past year.
according to the poll by The
Associated Press and Stanford
University's Woods Institute for
the Environment
the survey, conducted days
before Bush was convening an
international climate conference
in Washington. showed that
though Detnocrats and independents were consistently more
ritical than Republicans. anxiety is widespread over the envionment and global warming.
"I don't understand why
we're letting people destroy the
Earth the way we are." said
ferry Mences. 14, an independent sotet anal truck closer fmm
Potosi, Mo "It scares me what
this world iv corning to
only about a fifth think the
ens nontnent is in good or excellent shape. including 39 percent
4 I Republicans lust over one in
10 think it is taring better than a
decade ago or will improve a

OSHA is
ordered to
regulate
(Iiacetyl
exposure
A asIIINGTON
API
liouac,
on
Democrats
Aediwsclay ordered federal safe
Is regulators to limit popcorn
plant workers capo•ure to a flavoting chemical linked to a lung
ail/tient saying further delay
could tost lives
The Irak of an (kLupational
Safety
and
Health
Ad!!!!!natration standard in
&acetyl "has endangered the
health cif families," said Rep.
Betty Sutton. 1)-()bio -Thai is
why we have to act 'Oda),
Workers should never have to
choose tlet,
"Cett their health and
feeding their families"
But the Bush administration
and !louse Republican% think
the laemot rat.' hill is premature,
anti( ongress" IntetterelKe with
OSilik
's wotk Ma) AUK' mote
harm than good
"We believe that its ItripOr LIM to give (ISHA time to tomplete a scientific study of
thacety I eaposurc anJ hi issue a
reciatuncrukd esposure lima tor
the use sit tildt shernicI, said
Rep Lincoln !)ia/ Balan. RR* "Without a complete .tusfy.
Congress may push manufacturers* to use different chemicals
dun could he even more duo& tly
iesporoible for diseases
lhaacts I occurs naturally in
foods such as butter, cheesc and
fruits. and the food and Drug
Administration has approved its
use as a flavor ingredient The
omen, is when workers inhale
it in manufacturing settings —
either in making the tlasiKing arr—
&damp it to food products ranging from istipcorn to pound
akes
In a number of lawsuits,
worker who were ripened to
thaCeil have linked the sheen'
cal to saves of broth hiolitis
oblitcrans, a rare life threatening
disease often called popaorn
lung lAtirkera suffering from the
paistresisiiit lung disease An he
forced to maitre() lung tr.o,
plants to survive
The 1)ernocrats legistari. ;.
gives(1SIIA thiee months to tell
microwave popcorn production
and paakaging catahli.hments
and all flavoring manufacturing
I...loons using Jilt ely I st, limit
r %lamina. to the •hernk al. insti
tote Mt rrsinitonng. nieducal %Ur%
e and %Acts labeling.
and require the wearing (4 pro
testive clothing and equipment
toe workers eyposed to it
Pitt) bt4t• atter the leptla
thin is signed the rules *Avoid
apply to everywhere thacetyl is
Oftik r••C•I or used
-OSHA

has nut

deatide from now, while about
eight in 10 say global warming
is under way - views that were
broadly shared across party
lines.
'The 1t4 percent who believe
world temperatures are rising is
virtually
unchanged
since
Stanford and ABC News conducted a similar poll in March
2006 But while 45 percent of
that group said in 2006 they
were very or extremely sure. 61
percent said so an this month's
survey
including most
Democrats and independents
and a si/ahle 39 percent of
Republicans
Ori the other hand. of the 14
percent who said global temperatures are probably not rising.
nearly half say they are very or_
eatrernely sure -- up from the
roughly one-third who belt that
strongly last year.
"I don't understand how they
can sa!, there is global warming
or man causes it wh:n it's a nat-

ural cycle of the planet." said
Russell Marshall, 34, a student
from Enid. Okla., and a
Republican. "It's like the planet
cleanses itself from time to nine
by changing temperature"
In some of the starkest partisan differences, Democrats and
independents strongly disapprove of Bush's performance on
the
environment,
while
Republicans approve by 50 percent to IN percent. Republicans
were also likelier to think Bush
and business have caused little
harm.
Yet even among the GOP and
conservatives, those saying they
want Bush. Congress. business
or the public to take strong
action tar outweighed those who
said they prefer that little or
nothing be done. Nearly six in
ten Republicans said there
would be serious problems if
global
warming
is
not
addressed, and more of them
said the ens ironment is worse

•oday we will.
"said Rep Robert

mamas..0-NJ
The House pasaed the legisla
l4 The Senate has
ti.e2N)-

not vet conualered the bill

in the 1997 Kyoto treaty, is
holding his own meetings this
week with top officials from
countries that are major producers of planet-heating gases.
Under Bush, the U.S. has
refused to ratify the Kyoto pact.
Arguing that binding caps would
hurt the U.S. economy, he
prefers long-term voluntary
goals and clean energy research.
The survey also comes as the
Democratic-led Congress moves
slowly on the matter.
A House-passed bill would
require most utilities to generate
at least 15 percent of their electricity from renewable energy
sources like the wind, while the
Senate has voted to require
Detroit to produce more fuelefficient autos. Lawmakers must
approve a compromise before
sending it to Bush.
"I'd like to see the Democrats
stand up to Bush, put him on the
hot seat." said Sam Butler, 53, a
writer from Brooklyn, N.Y..

among the nearly two-thirds of
unhappy
with
Democrats
Congress' iictions. "Congress
has to start pushing through
alternatives, they've got to start
cutting back on oil consumption."
This year has seen growing
pressure on the U.S. to act.
including a U.N. report concluding that man is almost certainly
causing global warming; an
Oscar for former Vice President
Al Gore's film on rising temperInconvenient
atures, "An
Truth": and a Supreme Court
ruling that the government can
regulate gases heating the planet.
The survey involved telephone interviews with 1,001
adults from Sept. 21 to 23, and
was conducted for the AP and
Stanford by Ipsos, the polling
company. It had a margin of
sampling error of plus or minus
3 percentage points.
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acted, so

than a decade ago -- and will be
even worse 10 years from now
— than saw improvements.
"I just don't see anything
being really aggressively done,"
said Sonia Alfonso, 50. an interpreter in Greenacres. Fla., and a
longtime Republican who is
unhappy with Bush and other
leaders.
Even so. this year's poll
showed slightly smaller numbers of people favoring strong
action on the environment than
last year, especially among
Republicans.
The poll was conducted
before this week's meeting of
world leaders at the U.N.
designed to spark momentum
for international talks in
December on further limiting
emissions of carbon dioxide and
other gases that cause global
warming.
Bush, who has opposed
mandatory
emissions cuts
embraced by 175 other countries
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